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Here we present a proof of the following
Theorem. Lei G be a finite group  admitting a jìxed-point-free coprirne automorphism of
order rst  , where 7;,  s and t are distinct primes and rst  is a non-Fermat number. Then G is
soluble.
(A non-Fermat number is a positive integer which is not divisible by an integer of the
form 2’” + l( m 2 1) ; note that there are infinitely many non-Fermat numbers which are the
product of three distinct primes).
The above  result appears in the author’s thesis [4].  The condition that rst be a non-Fermat
number was removed in subsequent work giving rise to the ‘four-headed’ hydra [5]-[8],  and
as a consequence [4]  remained unpublished. Unfortunately, the minutia  and the proliferazion
of subcases in [5]-[8] somewhat obscures the direction of the proof. TO have an account which
better illustrates the development of these ideas, and also to serve as a guide for those wishing
to traverse [5]-[8],  is what prompted the present revised version of [4].
The proof of the above  theorem proceeds by considering  a counterexample G of minima1
order (let (Y denote  the accompanying fixed-point-free automorphismj  and endeavouring to
show that certain Q -invariant Hall subgroups of G permute with one  another. The inconclu-
sive  information obtained in this direction, as evidenced by results  in section 3, forces us to
widen our horizons in the shape of linking theorems presented in section 4. Armed with the
linking theorems we are able, in section 6, to show that G factorizes (in two possible  ways) as
a product of two cy -invariant soluble Hall subgroups. In the final section these factorizations
are analysed and shown to be untenable, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Now a few words on the role  of the various intermediate results (for notation  refer to
section 2). Lemma 4.1, the quintessential linking result, is used frequently. While Theorem
4.3’s only purpose is to help in showing that at least two of L, , C, and L, permute (Lemma
6.2). The linking results Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 are used in conjunction with Theorem
5.1 to produce factorizations of G given in Theorem 6.3, and Theorem 4.4 is used again in
Lemma 7.5.
Further discussion of ideas and strategies relevant to this  work may be found in sections
1 and 2 of [5].
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2. NOTATION
We use [5]  as our basis referente  and results  ( y.s)  , Theorem y.x or Lemma y.x  of [5]  will,
for brevity, all be referred to by 1( y.s)  . Below we review a little of the notation  from [5].
For further relevant notation  and concepts we refer the reader to [5]  and for details conceming
the Thompson subgroup to [Chapter 8, 31.
For the remainder of this paper G denotes a counterexample of minimal order to the
theorem. Thus G admits a fixed-point-freecoprime automorphism, say (Y, of order rst where
rst is a non-Fermat number. SO al1 proper a-invariant subgroups of G are soluble and, by
I(2.1) (i), G possesses no non-trivial proper <Y-invariant normal subgroups. Hence, appealing
to [2],  we see that (G, CZ) satisfies Hypothesis 111 of [section 2,5].
We let p,  cr, 7 denote  (respectively), ~8, CP, P. Sometimes we choose to write  p =
al, o = a2 and r = CY~  . Let A = {1,2,3}  > A andlet P bean cr-invariantSylow  p-
subgroup of G. We say P is of type A if Pa,  # 1 for i E A and Pa,  = 1 for i @ A (where
Pa,  = CP< c$)  . For i E A (respectively {i, j} c  h ),  Li (respectively Lij)  denotes the
subgroup of G genemted by the cu-invariant  Sylow subgroups of type 12 \{ i} (respectively
A\{i, j}). Set SI = L, L,,L,, ,Z2 = LzLlzLz3  and 2,  = L, L,, L,, . By I(3.13)
si, Li and L, are al1 nilpotent  Hall subgroups of G. Thus we have:
hp= LLID#l#Ll, (if Ll # 1)
L2-  = LL2,#  1 fL2, (ifL2 # 1)
L,, = lJ3## l#L30 (if L3 # 1)
L12,f  w,2p  = 1 = 42
s
(ifL12 # 1)





= ’ = L23
7
(if L, # 1)
We use L (instead of L,  in [5])  to denote  the subgroup of G generated by the a-invariant
Sylow subgroups of type A . For H 2 G, HG denotes  the norma1 closure of H in G.
In this work, since rst is a non-Fermat number, we see that 1(5.3),  I(5.7) and I(5.8) hold
without the condition excluding the prime 2. However, a word of caution:  I(5.5) differs from
the above  in its reliance upon I(2.23).
Suppose H is a proper  CZ-invariant subgroup of G, and let X (respectively Y) be CZ-
invariant X -(respectively  p-) subgroups of H.  Then (X, Y) 5 Hxvr (H, , where rr  is a set
of primes, denotes  the unique CY -invariant  Hall x -subgroup  of H). This observation, together
with those in 1(2.21), will be used without further mention.
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN  MAXIMAL  (Y -1NVARIANT  SUBGROUPS
By 1(2.22),  if L and M are (respectively) (Y -invariant  Hall X - and ~1  -subgroups of G which
do not permute, and X fl p = 4,  then IM< X,  p) 1 = 2 . The purpose of this section is to
analyse the strutture  of the subgroups in & ( X , p) for various choices of X and p.
Lemma3.1. Let A = {i, j, k). IfLiLj#LjLi,  thenA5(xi,vj)  = {LiN,j(Li),LjN~j(Lj)}
and either Liek  < NLi(  Li) or Lj~~ 5 NLj< Li)  . Moreover, [ NLi(  Li),  QII  5 CtJ Li) and
INLi  > ail I CLj(Li)  .
proof: By I(2.22) &(?T~,  mj) = {L,gLj( Li),  LjpL,(  Li)}. Applying I(5.7) twice gives
pL,(Lj)  = N,,( Li) and PLj(  Li)  = NLj(  Li). Since LiaLLi< = (GPt)WiUWj  is an CP
invariant {rrt  U rr2}  -subgroup,  it is clcar that either L.,,t < NL,(Li)  o r  Ljeh  2  NLj(Li)  -
The remainder of the lemma follows using I(2.11).
Lemma 3.2. Let P be un a-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of G of type A , and let h =
{i,j,k}.  If  PL,f L,P, then A(p,nij)  = {P,L,Nn(L,)),  and 1# Pu, 5 Cp(Lij)
and [Np( Lii), Qi~jl  < Cp< Lii). (Hence Z(P) = Z(P)U,aj  2 Np(Lij)  .,I.
Hood: From I(3.13)  (iii) 1 # PU,  2 Cp< Lii). Thus pLij( P) = 1 by I(5.3) whence
PP(  Lij) = NP( Lij) by I(2.20).  By I(2.21) (iv) and I(5.1) (b)  we have Z(P) = Z( P),aj 2
Np(  Lij)  , and [ Np( Lii), Cyi~jl  2 Cp< Lij)  by I(2.11).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose PL, # L, P where P is un a-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of type h ,
andset  ~%(p,7r,)  = {PY,XL,}.  Then
(i)  Neither P, 5 X and L,, 5 Y nor P, 5 X and L,. 2 Y can hold.
(ii)  Either P,,,  P, < X or LT 2 Y .
proof: (i) Suppose P, 2 X and L t, < Y holds. By I(5.7) X = Np(LI)  . Because
Yf l,O,(XL,)  = 1 by I(5.3) and SO, using I(2.11) P, < X < Pp. Since X norrnalizes
Y, I(2.14) (i) implies L, = YC,,([X,rl). Clearly [X,rl#l andso PL,#L,P  forces
CP<  [X, r]) 5 X , whence P = Pp by I(2.3) (v). But then Y 0 PY by I(2.3) (xi) and then
(sec  I(2.21) (v)) PL, = L, P, a contradiction. SO P, 2 X and Flr 5 Y cannot hold, and a
similar argument rules out P, 5 X and L, < Y .I
(ii) This follows directly  fkom  (i).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose PL, # L, P where P is un (Y-invariant  Sylow p-subgrotq of type A ,
andset  d&(p,7r,)  = {PY,XL,}.
(i) If,  furthermore, Li < Y, then
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(4 -,+@(p,q)  = ~P~L,uw1~~
(6)  Pm,  = 1 ;
(c) either L,. = L,r  or  Z(L,)  I N,,(P);
(4  ifZ(L,)  5  N,,(P),  then  Z(L,)  = Z(L,&,,;
(4  P,#  l#P,,;and
(fJ  P is not  equa1  to PpPO  or P,.
(ii)  If,furthermore,  P,, PT  5  X , then
(a)  X = Np(L,)  andY  = NL,(P);
04  X = X,C,(L,) and [X,pl  I C,(L,);
tc) ifC,(L,)#  l,thenA(p,nl)  = {Np(L,)L,,P}andZ(P) = Z(PJ 5 X;
(4 if [X,pl#  1, then  Np(X)*  2 X;
(e) if P is star-covered, then  P = Pp  ;
#isC,(L,)=l,thenP’=Pp~X,P,,=landY~LI~r;and
(g)  ifL,=L;  andX<P,,thenP=P,.
prcrof: (i) (a). By I(2.21) (vi) and 1(5.1)(d) X = 1 , and then P 0 PY by I(2.20).  Thus
A(P,fll) = ~P~L,W),L1~.
(b)  Since [L, , P,,]  = 1 , clearly  P,, 5  X = 1 .
(c) If  L,O  # L,r, then we have, say LIo  $  LIr.  Hence O,,  (P,L,,)  # 1 by I(4.5). Since
NG(On,(P,L,p))  2  Z(P),  LIV  and X = I,thisforces  Z(P) 5  Y = N,,(P),asre-
qui&.
(d) Since Z(L,)  5  N,,(P),Z(L,)*  = Z(L,)  byW.l)(e).  SoifZ(L,)#Z(L,),,,
bensv  .W,),  $  %V, which implies Z( Li)  r-10,,,  (P,L,,)  # 1, contradicting X = 1.
Therefore Z( L,) = Z(  L1)07.
(e) Suppose Pp = 1 . Then [P,, LI,]  = 1 by (b) and I(2.8).  Hence Z( Li)  < N,,,(P)
by the shape of A(p, ri) . But then Z( L,) < LIo, by (d) forces P,  2 X = 1. Therefore
Pp  # 1 and, similarly, Pp7  #  1 .
(f)  Clearly P# P,,  and P # P,  since PmT  = 1 . While P = Pp would imply Y 0 PY,
by I(2.3) (ix), contradicting PL, # L, P. SO P # Pp.
(ii) If O,(XL,)  = 1, then L, 0  L,X  and X 5 Pp by I(2.13). Hence Y centralizes
Or,{  PX), and Or,(  PX), . Now X # 1 , I(5.3) and I(2.11) yield Y 2 L,., . From X 2 P,,
and Y < LIor  we obtain  [X, Y] = 1 and thus P 0 PY by I(2.20).  Whilst, if O,(XL,)  # 1,
then Y = 1 by I(5.3)  whence L, 0 X L, by I(2JO).  These remarks establish (a), (c) and (0.
Part (b) follows from 1(2.13), and (b)  and I(2.3) (viii) yield (d).
(e) By (d) [X, p] # 1 is not possible. Therefore P = P’  = Pp , as required.
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(g) Suppse  Pf Pp and argue for a contradiction. Put Li = L, /#(  Li)  . By I(3.3) (vi)
- -
q = q = LI-L,  . Because P,,  2 Np( L,) by (a), P, acts  upon x1 and Er..  Applying
- .-
I(2.3) (x)  to P,(Li/L,n)  gives’ as P, 5 X 5 Pp,zI = ~~,CT(~~).  From Pf Pr, and
I(2.3) (v) Cp( Pp) & X and thus CL,(P,,)  5 Y 5 L,- by (c) and (f).  Therefore, as
G,  (P,,) = CL, (P,)  , we deduce Ei = zrc. Hence Li = Li.  by [Theorem 5.14; 31  and by a
similar argument L, = LIr. ‘Now I(2.3) (xi) gives [L, , X] = 1, a contradiction. Therefore
L, = LT  andX  5 Pp implythat P= Pp.
Remark.  Clearly there are results analagous to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 for L, and L, .
We now examine the behaviour between CZ -invariant Sylow subgroups of typc h .
Lemma 3.5. Let P and Q be cu-invariant Sylow p- and q-subgroups of G of type A which
do not permute, and let AC ( p, q) = { PY, QX} . Then, with possible interchanging of p and
q and rearrangement of p, o and r, one of the following occurs:
(i) P’ 2 X , andfurthermore
fa) A(p,d = {P,N,(Q)Ql;
(b) z(P)  I N,(Q);
(c) Z(P) is contained in one of P,,r,  Pp or PpT ;
(d) (suppose. in (c), that Z(P)  < P,,7)  Q,,  = 1 and Q,#  1 #Q,;
(e) Q is not equa1 to Qp, Q, or Q, ; or
(ii) Pp 5 X and Q,,  Q, 5 Y , and furthermore
(4 p = 2 ;
(b) Y < Q, = Q*  # Q (and SO Q is not star-covered);
fd Q,,  = 1 andQ,#l#Q,:
(d) for al1 non-trivial cu-invariant subgroups R of Pp , Np(R)  < X ;
fd Z( PI I X,, ;
(0 l#~X,alIPp,l#~X,~lI~p~~~~X,~lIX,,~
fg)  X = N,(Q)  ;
(h) Np(X)* < X (and SO P is not star-covered); and
(i) either P is contained in a unique maximal cu-invariant subgroup of G or
J( P& = 1.
Hood: Clearly, up to relabelling, either P* 2 X or Pp 2 X and Q,, Q, 2 Y. We now
prove the statements in (i). SO assume P* 2  X . By I(2.21) (vi) and I(5.1) (d) Y = 1, whence
Q 0 QX by I(2.20).  Hence (a) holds, Combining (a) with I(3.14) gives (b).
We now prove (c). If Z( P)p # Z(P)& , then Z(P) nUp( P,,Q,J  # 1 by (I(4.5). Hence,
as  Qp  0 P,,Qp,  we obtain Q, 1. Y, contradicting (a). Therefore Z( P)p  = Z( P)piD,.)  and,
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similarly, Z(P), = Z(P)JlpT)  and Z(P), = Z(P)&). We claim that at least two of
Z( P)PO,  Z( P)PT  and Z(P),, aretrivial. For suppose, say, that Z(P),, f 1 # Z( P)PT.  Then,
as G,,  and GPT are nilpotent and Y = 1, QPo  = 1 = Q,, . Hence [Pp,  Q,]  = 1 by I(2.8)
which then yields Q, 5 C4( Z( P),) 5 Y , a contradiction. SO, without loss of generality, we
may assume Z( P)pT  = 1 = Z( P)po. This then implies Z( P)p  = 1 and Z(P), = Z(P), ,
and SO Z(P)* = Z(P),,. Since Z(P) 2 X by (b), I(5.1) (e) gives Z(P) = Z(P)* =
Z(P),,  9 which proves (c).
Because Z(P) 5 P,,  and Y = 1, clearly QuT = 1. If,  say, Q,, = 1, then [P,,,  Q,l = 1
by 1(2.8),  which is at variance  with Y = 1 . Therefore QPo # 1 and, likewise, QPT # 1 . Next
we consider  (d). Since Q,,  = 1 clearly Q,#  Qf Q,. Suppose Q = Q, were to hold. Then,
by I(2.3) (ix), Z(P) = [Z(P), pl 5 [X, pl < O,(XQ)  , which conmdicts  PQf QP. SO
we also have Q # QP  , and this finishes (i).
Now we suppose Pp  2 X and P,, P,  < Y. If pf 2, then, since Y # 1, a double
application of I(5.5) gives Pp  5 X 2 P,,T  wich is not possible. Therefore p = 2, and we
have (ii) (a): Using I(5.5) again, as qf 2 and X# 1, yields Y 2 QP. Thus Q’ = Q,.
Next we prove that Q # QP  . Suppose that Q = QP  and argue for a contradiction. Because
Y # 1, OP(  QX) = 1 by I(5.3). Hence QX < G, by I(2.3) (ix). Consequently,  as QiDr)  2
Y,  I(5.1) (d) yields Q = YC,(X) , whence Q = Y. From this contradiction we deduce that
Q # QP  . Clearly, by (i) (a) and X # 1, Y < Q’ and SO we have verified (b). Evidently (b)
implies (c).
Combining I(2.14) (ii) and I(4.5) we obtain
Q = O,(QX>Q* = O,(QX)Q, = G$Pp>QP.
Since Qf QP  by (ii) (b), Co< Pp)  $ Y , from which (d) follows. From (d) we clearly have
Ce>.
Before proceeding  further we show
(3.1) x = x,,pp, [x,,,yl = 1 and Pp  = ppoppT
Since OP(  PY) flX centralizes 0,,( QX) nY 2 O,(  QX),, O,(  QX), , I(2.14) (i) and I(5.3)
yield that Op( PY) II X < P,,  . Hence O,(XY)  < P,,r  by I(2.21) (ii). From Y 5 Q, and
I(2.3) (ix) we obtain X = X,,P,  and O,(XY)  = X,,. SO [X,,,Yl = 1 by I(2.3) (xi).
Also we see that Op( (XY),) = 1 . Hence Pp  = PpoPpT  by I(2.10)  (iii), and SO (3.1) holds.
If X 5 P,  were to  hold, then (d) and I(2.3) (v) imply P = P,  whence, since Oq(  PU)  =
1, Y 5 Q, by I(2.3) (ix). But then Q, 5 Y < Q,,  , a contradiction. Therefore [X,  a] # 1
and, similarly, [X, 7-1  # 1 . The remainder of (f)  follows from (3.1).
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Using (3.1) and I(2.10)  (ii) gives Q 0 QX and then X = NP(Q) . Combining (d), (f)  and
I(2.3) (viii) yields (h).  Finally we prove (i). Suppose J( P),# 1 . Then R = Z( J( P)) 2 X
by part (d). From (3.1) we see that Rp  = RpRPT,  R, = R,R,,  and R, = R,,R,,  . This
together with (h) and 1(2.6),  I(4.7)  and 1(6.4),  yields that P is contained  in a unique maximal
(Y -invariant  subgroup of G, SO proving (i).
4. LINKING THEOREMS
In this section we use the results  of the previous section to analyse configumtions involving
three or more o-invariant nilpotent Hall subgroups.
Lemma 4.1. LA P be un  CY-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of G of type A and lei i, j E A
with  i # j . Then ut least two of P, Li and Li  permute.
ho& Suppose the lemma is false and, without loss of generality, that i = 1 and j = 2 .
Thus we are supposing
L,L,#L,L,, PL,#L,P  a n d  PL,#L,P.
The proof is broken up into cases depending on the form of &( p, 7ri)  and J% (p, rrZ)  . Let
&(p, nk) = {PY,,  L,X,}  for k = 1,2 ; by Lemma 3.4 Yk = NL,( P) and X, = NP(  Lk) .
Case 1. P,, PT 5 Np(LI)  and P,,, PT 5 Np( L,) .
First we consider the possibility C,,(  L,) = 1 = CP< L2)  . Applying  Lemma 3.4 (ii) (l)
to both L,X,  and L,X,  gives Pp  = P’  = P,,. But then 1 # PT = CP< CU) contradicts cy
acting fixed-point-freely upon G. Thus, at least one of C,( L,) and CP< L2)  must be non-
trivial. Without loss of generality we may assume C,(L,)  # 1. Hence Z(P) = Z(P), <
Np(LI)  by Lemma 3.4 (ii) (c). Therefore Z(P) 2 Pp  5 N,(L,)  and consequently,
by W.1)  (b), Z(P)  = Z(P).,. Thus Z(P), = 1 and Z(P) 5 Np(LI)  n Np( L2).
Clearly Z(P) normalizes both NL,  (L,) and NL, (L,) . Since L,  L, # L, L,  , either LiI <
N,,(L,)  or LzY 5 NL,(  L,) by Lemma 3.1. Suppose (say) that LII I: NL,(L2) holds.
Then, since Z(P), = 1 , I(2.14) (i) applied to Z(P) normalizing L,  and NL,  ( L2)  gives
L, = NL,  ( Lz)CL,  (Z( P))  . Now CL,  (Z( P)) 5 NL,  (P) < .Llvv  by Lemma 3.4 (ii) (c)
and (f)  and SO
L, = N,,(L,)C,,(Z(P))  = q(L2)L,oT  = %,(L,).
This contradicts L, L, # L, L, , and SO disposes of case 1.
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Case 2. P,,P, 5 W-W and L2pjL2, I &,(p).
Since L, L,  # L,  L, , either L,, 5 NL, ( L2) or Lzr < NL, (L,) holds. Suppose for the
moment that L, 2 NL, (L, ) pertains. Then L, < Nt, ( L, ) nNL2 ( P) and SO L, normal-
izes  Np(L1).  bsing T(2.14) (i) yields, since Pg 2 Np(L,)  , that P = ~p(LJcptLzT).
Now, appealing to Lemma 3.4(i) (c) and (d), gives that either Lz7 = Lz, = Lz or Z( L,) =
.w,),,. In either case (using I(3.6) (iii) for the former) we deduce that P = N,,(  L,)
CP< L,  ) = NP( L,) , which is not possible. Thus L, 5 NL,(  L,) is untenable and SO we
have LiT  5 Ar,,,  (L,) . Inparticular, NL, (L,) # 1. From  Lemma 3.4 (i) (c)and (d) applied to
P and L,  wehave that either Z( L2) = Z( L2)pr  or L, = L,  . Suppose Z( L,) = Z(  Lz)pr
holds. Then 1(2.3)(x) applied to NL, ( Lz)Z(  L,) givesP[Nir,, [L,)  , Z(  L2)1  = 1 , and hence,
since  N,,(L,)#  l,Z(L,)  I CL2(NLI(L2))  I NL,(L1). Thmfore
and SO Z( L,) normalizes NP(  L,) 2  P,. Hence P = Np(LI)Cp(Z(L2))  = Np(LI)  ,
since Cp(Z(&)) = 1 by Lemma 3.4(i) (a). Thus Z(L,)  = Z(L,)p,  cannot hold. Now
Lz, = Lq yields, using I(6.4),  that NL, (L,) 0  NL, (L,) L,  whence, since NL, ( L2) # 1 ,
I(2.21) (v) implies that L, L,  = L,  L, . Thus L, = L, is also untenable, and this deals withP r
case 2.
Case3. LT 5  N,,(P)  and L;  < N,,(P).
A double application of Lemma 3.4(i)(b) and (e) yields P,,  = 1, Pp  # 1 # PV  and PpT  =
1, P,,  # 1# PF. Clearly this situation is impossible.
As the possibility  LIO,  L,, 2 NL, (P) and Pp,  P, 2 NP(  L,) may be dealt with as in
case 2 we see that al1 the altematives for &( p, x,) and M(p, rrz)  , as given by Lemma 3.3,
yield a contradiction, as required.
The next result will be required in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Lemma 4.22 is a special case
of I(5.10)  (b), however we give a proof here.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose LiLj#  LiLi  and LjL,#  L,Lj  where {i, j, k} = 12.  If  J is a non-
trivial  LY  Gnvariant  subgroup  of NL, ( Li) II NL,  (Li)  and Lj~,  <  NL,  (Li)  , then CL,  (J) $
%jtL,).
F?oof: Without loss of generality we set i = 1, j = 2 , and k = 3 . SO we have L, L, # L,  L, ,
L2L3#L3L2,  J 5 &,$L,)  n&,$L,)  and  Lzr  I N,2(LI).  Suppose  C,$J)  a
NL, ( L3) , and argue for a contradiction.
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Since J normalizes L, and L, , J must normalize NL, (Li) . Hence, as Lk  2  NL,  (L,) ,
J,  = 1 and J normalizes L,  , I(2.14) (i) gives
Since L, L,  # L,  L, , clearly  NL,  ( L3) $  NL, (L,) . Therefore NL, ( L3) < L,, . Hence
0, (L, NL, ( L3))  # 1 by X(2.33). But then PL,  (L,)  = NL, ( L2) = 1 by I(5.3).  contrary  to
J # 1. Then we conclude that CL, ( J) $ NL, ( L,) , as desired.
Theorem4.3. Assume that LiLj#  LjL,  fora11  i, j E h  with if j. Thenoneofthefollowing
holds:
(i)  LIo  = L,,L2,  = L2,L3# = L,.
(ii) L, I = L,,L,c = L,,L, c = L,.
proof:  By Lemma 3.1 we have that ~(~i,“j) = {LihTLj(Li),LjN,i(Lj)}’
First we establish
(4  .l) @2,J3,)  <  N,(h).
Supposing  (L&,  L3,)  < NG( L,) we seek a contradiction. Without loss of generality we
may assume that { NG( LI ) l,, ,m3  5 L2 NL, ( L2) . SO
453.  I Nd&) nL3 = Q(LJ  5  NL,(L2).
Applying Lemma 4.2 with  i = 1, j = 2, k = 3 and J = L3 c yields
(4.2) CL,U3,)  5c %,b53).
From (4.2) we deduce that Z( L3),, = 1 andthatZ(L,)  <N,,(L,).Hence,asL, = 1,
cr acts fixed-point-freely upon Z( L3) L,  , and SO [ Z( L3),  L,]  .=  1 by I(2.2)  (i). Bit then
(&>L2)  2 CG(Z(L3))?contra~to  L2L3#L3L2. This is the desired contradiction, and
SO we have proved (4.1).
The arguments used to prove (4.1) also yield
(4.3)
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Since the ensuing arguments apply equally  to (4.4) and (4.5) we shall suppose, without
loss of generaly,  that case (4.4) holds.
(4.6) If L; = LQ thenl,  = L, .D
Since L, 5 iVL,( L,) (by (4.4)),  L, normalizes L, = L; and SO L, = L1,CLI(  L, )
by I(2.14) (ii). Supposing L, # LIo we”argue for a conkadiction. Clearly we must haie
cL,(L3,)  g‘& = L;.  If CL,(L3,) 5 ArAI den I(4.5) forces qJL,N,,(L,))# 1.
But then NL, (L, ) = 1 by I(5.3) whereas 1 # L30  5 NL, ( L, ) . Thus we conclude that
(4.7) CL,W3,>  & %,(L3).
Hence Z(L,) < N,,(L,) and Z(L,), = 1 by (4.7). Thus o acts  fixed-point-freely
upon Z(L3)N,I(L3) andso [Z(L3),N,I(L3)]  = 1 byI(2.2)(i). SinceNL,(L3)#1  by
(4.4),  this implies that Z( L3)  < NL, ( L2) .
Therefore we have
(4 J-9 z(b) I NI,,(&) nNL3(L2)  a n d  LI7  5  N,,(L,).
However (4.8) is at variance with Lemma 4.2 (taking J = Z( L3)  , i = 2, j = 1 and k = 3).
This is the desired contradiction, and SO we have (4.6).
Clearly the arguments used in proving (4.6) will also yield
(4.9) If Lz = Lzr (respectively L; = L3,),  then L, = Lzr  (respectively L, = L3,).
We now show that
(4 .lO) -4 = LIo
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Assuming  L, f Lie we seek a contradiction. Thus, by (4.6),  L; # LI. and consequently, as
Llr < NL, ( L2)  , we have NL, ( L2)  & L,. . Therefore, using I(2.13) (i), we obtain
(4 .ll) O,,(L,~,,(L,))# 1.
I(5.3) and (4.11) imply
(4.12) NL,(L1) = 1.
Also from (4.11) we infer that
(4.13) Z(L,)  = Z(L,),  I NL,(‘$).
Lemma4.2, together with (4.13) and Lzp  5 iVL2(L3)  Wing  J = Z(L,)), foms
(4.14) Z(k) e q(L,).
We now turn our attention to L, and prove that
(4.15) -ho = %,(L,)
Suppose (4.15) were false. Then [ NL, (L,) , cr] # 1. From I(2.3) (x) and (4.13) we have
[Z(L1),[NL3(Ll),a]]  = l,andthen(4.14)dictatesthat
Inparticular,  Z(L,) 2 NL3(L,) ,andso [Z(Ls),al 2 INL,(L,),ol. Hence [Z(L3),al
# 1 would imply Z( L,) < NL,(L3),  contradicting (4.14). SO Z(L,) = Z(L,), . By
considering  Z( L3)  NL, ( L3)  ,1(2.3)(x) yields that [ Z( L3),  NL,  ( L3)]  = 1 .
Therefore, since NL, (L,) $1, we see that Z( L3)  5 NL,( L2). SO we have Z( L3)  5
NL,( L2) tl NL,(  L,) and L, 5
diction we have established (4:15).
NL,  ( L2)  which is against Lemma 4.2. With this contra-
If Os,(LINL,(LI))  # 1,  then CL,(NL3(L,))  5 NL3(L,)  and hence,  by (4.15) and
1(2.3)(v), L, = L,<  = NL,(  L,), which contradicts L, L,#L, L,. HenceO,J  L,N,3(L,)) =
1, and SO NL, (L,) < L, P by 1(2.13)(i). Therefore L; = L, P and then L,  = L, P by (4.9). We
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claim that OXi(L3NLi(L3))  = 1. For 0,JL3NLI(L3))#1 gives Z(L,) 5 NL1(L3),
and then L,L,#L,L,,  L, = L3,  and I(2.3) (x) imply that Z( L2) = Z(  L2)p. Ap-
plying 1(2.3)(x) to Z( L,)N,,  (L,) yields [Z( L2),  NL,  ( Lz)]  = 1 . Since NL, (L,) # 1
we then obtain Z( L2) < NL,(  L,) . But NL,(  L,) = 1 by (4.12) and SO we see that
Or,  (L, NL, ( L3))  # 1 is untenable, SO verifying the claim.
From 0,,2  CL, NL, ( L3 1) = 1, 1(2.13)(i) gives NL,(  L3)  5 Lzr  and SO L;  = Lzr.  By
(4.9) L, = Lzr.  Now Z(L,)  5 NL,(L2)  by(4.13),andso L,L,#L,L,  andI(2.3)(x)give
Z(L,)  = Z(L,),.  Applying I(2.13) (x) to Z(L,)N,3(L,)  gives [Z(L,),N,3(L,l  = 1
whence,as  N,,(L,)#l,Z(L,) 5 N,,(L,).  Butby(4.14)  Z(L,)  $  NL,(L3).  Thisis
the desired contradiction, and SO we have veritkd (4.10).
A similar argument will establish that L,  = L,  and L, = L, SO giving case (i) of the
theorem. We observe that (4.5) will give rise to casé (ii), and SO the proof of Theorem 4.3 is
complete.
Theorem 4.4. Let P and Q be (respectively) CY-invariant  Sylow p-  and q mbgroups  of type
h,p#q,andleti,j~A,ifj.IfPQ=QP,PLj=LjPandQLi=LiQ,thenatleast
one  of PLi  = L,P and QLj = LjQ holds.
ProoK Suppose the theorem is false, and, without loss of generality, that i = 1 and j = 2.
SO the following is assumed to hold:
(4.16) PQ = QP, PL, = L,P,QL,  = L, Q, PL, f L, P and QL, # L,Q.
We derive a contradiction in the following series of statements.
(4.17) L;  < NL,  (P) and L;  < NL, (Q) cannot both hold at the same time.
Suppose L;  5  NL,(P)  and L;  _< NLi(Q)  hold. By Lemma 3.4 (i)(a) and (b)
A(P,~,)  = {pNL,tp),Ll),~tq,~2)  = {QNL,tQ),L2)  and POT = 1 = Q,,.  SO
or and pr act (respectively) fixed-point-freely upon PL,  and QL,  . Conscquently, as
L; (Pd =  Ll/  &)  = Lz7 and (PL,), and (QL,), are nilpotent, I(3.7) gives
IP,,L,l  = 1 = [Q,,  L,l.
Because PT&, is soluble, without loss of generality, we must have Op(  PTQJ  # 1 . Hence
Q,,L,  I J4&,U=~QJ)
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whence Q, 5 Pc-&  L,) = 1, which is not possible. This verifies (4.17).
Before proceeding further we investigate the interaction between L, and L,  .
(4.18) L,L,#L,L,.
Suppose L, L,  = L,  L, holds. Because of (4.17) and Lemma 3.3 it may be assumed that
(say) Q,, Q, 5 NQ(L,).  Employing I(5.8) (f)  with 7 = p, L = L,, M = Q and N = L,
(notethat Gf L2(LIQ)  since Pf 1) yields 0,,(L,L2) = 1 ,whence L, = LIe byI(2.13)
(i). Consequently, by Lemma 3.3, we must have Po,  P, < NP(  L,) . A further application
of 1(5.8)(f) with 7 = u,  L = L,,M = P and N = L, gives 0112(L1L2)  = 1. Butthen
F( L, L,) = 1, which contradicts a well-known property of soluble  groups. Hence we must
haveL,LL#LLL,.
Our next two assertions prepare the ground for our later work.
(4.19) If P (respectively Q) is not star covered, then Q,,Q,  < NQ( Li)  (respectively
Po, PT i NP(LI)  1.
Suppose L; < NL, (Q) were to hold. Then applying I(5.8) (f)  with 7 = CU,  L = P, M = L,
and N = Q gives that OP(  PQ) = 1. Hence P is star-covered by 1(4.4),  contrary  to the
hypothesis of (4.19). Thus L; g NLZ(Q) and SO, by Lemma 3.3, Q,, Q, 5 NQ( L,) , as
reqired.
From Lemma 3.4(ii)  (e) we have
(4.20) If P,,,  P, 2 NP(  L,) (respectively Q,,Q,  5 NQ( L,)) and P (respectively Q) is
star covered, then P = PD (respectively Q = Q,).
We have reached a stage in the proof where it is necessary to subdivide into the following
cases:
Case 1: Both P and Q are not star-covered;
Case 2: Both P and Q are star-covered; and
Case 3: P is not star-covered and Q is star-covered.
Case 1: Both P and Q are not star-covered.
A double application of (4.19) immediately gives
(4.21) P,,Pr  I Np(L,)  and Q,,Q,  I NQ(L,).
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Weassert that N,,(LI)  $ Pp. For suppose NP(LI)  < Pp did hold. Then P* = Pp by
(4.21). Since Q is assumed to not be star-covered, R = Oq( PQ) n Oq( QL,) # 1 by I(4.7).
By considering  Cc< R) we infer that either OP(  PQ) 2 Np( L, ) or O,,  (QL, ) < NL, (P) .
The former possibility,  using 1(4.7),  implies that
P = P*O,(PQ)  = P*Np(L,)  = P,,,
contrary  to P being not star-covered. Thus O,,  ( QL 1 ) 2 NL, ( P) holds, and SO O,,  ( Q L 1 ) 2
L,-  by Lemma 3.4(ii)  (c) and (f).
Consequently L 1 = LT  by I(4.4) and then Lemma 3.4(ii)(g)  gives that P = P,,,  which
again contradicts P being not star-covered. Therefore NP(  L,) g Pp as  asserted. Likewise
wemayestablishthat NQ(L,)  & Q,. Thus [Np(L1),p]#l#[NQ(LZ),o] andhence
Lemma 3.4(ii)  (c) and (d) yield
(4.22)
(4.23) N~(N~(L&*  5 Np(LI)  and NQ(NQ(L2))*  I NQ(Lz).
Since L, L,  # L,  L, by (4.18) and our situation is symmetric  with respect to P and Q,
we may suppose that LIr 2 NL,(  L2). In particular  F = NL,  ( L2)  # 1. Recalling that
Q, 5 NQ( L,) (by (4.21)),  I(2.14) (i) and I(2.13) (i) yield
(4.24) Q = NQtL,)O,(QL,)  = NQtL,)CQW).
We claim that
(4.25) C,  ( F) is star covered
For, if this  were not the case, I(4.5) implies CQ( F) n Oq(  PQ) # 1 . Since Ff  1, (4.22)
then yields OP(  PQ) < NP< L,) . But then (4.23) and I(4.6) together force P = Np{ Li),  a
contradiction. Therefore (4.25) holds.
Pm C = C*(F)  . From (4.24)
NQWQtW = NQ(L,)&(NQ(L,)).
Combining (4.23) and (4.25) we obtain
Nc(NQtL,))  = NctNQtL,))*  < NQ(NQ(L,))*  < NQ(-&),
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which then implies that Nq(NQ(L2))  = NQ( L,) . Hence NQ(L,)  = Q, contrary to
L, Q # Q L, . This contradiction disposes of case 1.
Case 2. Both P and Q are star-cove&.
Suppose, for the moment, that P,, PT  5 Np(LI)  and Q,,Q,  2 NQ(L,)  hold. Then
P = Pp and Q = Q, by (4.20). By 1(2.3)(ix)  and 1(2.21)(v) pL,  (P) = 1. Also, by I(2.3)
(ix) and I(2.13) (i)
[Q,d  dPQ  and [Q,d  5 O,(QL,).
Since, 1 # Q, = Q,,  5 [Q,  p] , we deduce that O,,  (Q L, ) < gL, (P) = 1. Consequently,
by 1(4.4),  L, = LI7 because PT  acts  fixed-point-freely upon QL, and LTbTj = Llr.  Further.
Q = Q, and I(2.3) (ix) gives L, = L, . SO L, = L, and therefore Np(L1)  0  LINp(LI)
by I(6.4). Then PL, = L,P by 1(2.21\(v).  SO we seethat P,,  PT  2 Np(  L,) and Q,, Q, 2
No(  L,) cannot both hold.
In view of (4.17) and the symmetric conditions on P and Q we may assume, without loss
of generality, that P,, P, 2 Np( L,) and L; 2 NL2(Q)  pertains. From Lemma 3.4 (i)
(h)  Q, = 1 and SO [Q,  p] # 1. Since P = Pp by (4.20) we may argue as in the previous
paragraph to obtain
(4.26) O,,(QLc,)  =  1 and  L, =  LII.
By 1(2.10)(i) QL, has Fitting length at most two, and SO (4.26) gives Q 0 QL, . Hence
(4.27) L; I NL,(L,).
Ouraimnowistoshowthat L, <NL2(L1).
If[NL,(L1),p]#l,then,asP=P,gives [L,,p] <0,,(PL2),weobtain
Hence O,(PL,) 5 Np(LI)  . But then I(2.13) (i) forces P = O,(PL,)P,  5 Np(LI), a
contradiction. Therefore NL, (L,) 5 L, , and SO using (4.27) we haveP
(4.28) L& 2 Q(L*) = L,/
Now O,(  L,NJ L,)) # 1 would imply, by I(2.3) (x) and I(2.21) (iv), that L, = L, ,
contrary to L,Lz#L2L1. Hence O,(  LINL,(L,)) = 1, and then L, = LI7  and I(2.i)
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(ix) yield L, = NL, ( L, ) . Therefore L, = L2,,  and SO an application of I(6.4) to PL,
yields P 0 ;L, . In particular,  [ P, Ox2  ( ;L, ) ] = 1. Now P = Pp  and L, = L,r  imply
lf P,  I [Np(L1),d  I C,(L,)  andso
which gives 0,,2  (PL,) 5 NL,(  L,) . Combining this with (4.27) and I(4.5) gives
L,  = O,p52)G  I Q(LJ
This is the desired contradiction which completes case 2.
We now move onto the fina1 case, which, unfortunately, is somewhat lengthy.
Case 3. P is not star-covered and Q is star-covered.
Since P is not star-covered, (4.19) implies that Q,, Q, 5 No( L2).  Consequently Q =
Q, by (4.20),  and SO I(2.3)  (ix) gives
(4.29) J(q,n2)  = {Q,&(L,)L,).
Furthermore, we may deduce that
(4.30)
(i) Ox2(PL2)  = 1.
(ii)  L,  is star covercd .
From Q = Q, and I(2.3) (ix) we have [P, cr] 0  PQ. Now [ P,u]  < 0,(pL2)  by
1(2.13)(i), and [P, a] # 1 since P is not star-covered. Then N,(  [ P, cr])  and (4.29) imply
(4.30) (i). Part (ii) follows from (i) and I(4.4).
Suppose L2T  < NL, (L,) holds.  Then L,  being star-covered implies, by I(2.3) (viii), that
[ NL, (L,), p] # 1 is impossible. Consequently we obtain L, P = L;  = L,  . Hence, recalling
that Q = Q, , I(2.3) (x) gives
Q, i [&(W,PI  I  GJL,).
-0,  Q,, = 1 , and SO pr acts fixed-point-freely on QL, . Because LylpTj  = LIr,  I(3.7)
yields [Q,, L,]  = 1. But then
L, , L, 5 C,<Q,>,
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contradicting (4.18). Thus we conclude that
(4.31) LIT  I &, (L2).
We next show that
(4.32) =2 I= L,
Since Q,  I Nq(L2),Llp= 1 md,by  t4.31),  =lr I NL,(=2) > Q = &&=,WQ(=,,)
- -
by 1(2.13)(i) and 1(2.14)(i). Pm z2 = L2/4(  L,)  . From (4.30) (ii) z2 = L2pL2,.  Clearly
-CZ, 51z2 LII and hence, because LI,  = 1 , I(2.3) (x) yields z2 = z2,C& ( LII)  .
IfCLi(L,,)#1,then(4.29)forcesCq(L,,)  INq(L2),whenceQ=NQ(L2)CQ(L,,)=
NQ( L2),  against QL2  # L2Q.  SO CL,< L,J  = 1. Hence CL,(L~,)  = 1, and therefore
L2 = z2/ By a well-known property of the Frattini subgroup, we obtain L, = L2r,  as
desired.
SinceQ=Q,,l#Q,<[NQ(L2),71  sCQ(L,) by(4.32)andI(2.3)(x).SoZ(Q)  <
N,$L,) ,and,since QL2# L2Q, Z(Q)  2 Q,. Recallingthat [Q,, L,] = 1 (as (QL,),,  =
1) we obtain
(4.33) [z(Q),=,1  = 1.
We claim that O,(PQ) = 1. Suppose this were false. Then Z(Q) rl O,(PQ)  # 1,
which, together with (4.33),  gives Op( PQ) 5 pp( L,) . Because P is not star-covered,
O,(PQ)  # 1 and SO, byLemma3.4(i)(a),  L;  g  NA,(P).  Thus O,(PQ)  ,P,,,  PT  2 Np(L1).
If Np( L,) 2 Pp  holds, then, by 1(4.5),  P = Op(  PQ)P* = Pp,  contrary  to P not being star-
covered. Whilst [ Np( L,), p] # 1 implies, by Lemma 3.4(ii)  (d), that Np( Np( ( LI))* <
N,,(  L,) , and then I(4.6) gives the untenable P = N,,(  L,) . This establishes the claim.
Using I(2.6) we now deduce that
(4.34) Q = ~QtJU’))CQW(p)).
If the Fitting length of PL,  were at most two, then (4.30) (i) would give P 0 PL,  . Then
Z(P) 0 PL,  and J(P) 0 PL,  , and hence (4.34) forces QL2  = L,Q,  a contradiction.
Thus we conclude, using I(2.10)  (i), that
(4.35) P,,#  1.
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We shall show that (4.35) gives rise to a contradiction. One observation we shall use is
that
(4.36) Z(J(P)) & pp.
Suppose Z( J( P)) 5 Pp  were to hold. Then we may apply I(2.3)  (x) to both Z( J( P))
NQ(J(P))  and Z(J(P))N,z(J(P)).  Since Z(P)  2 Z(J(P)) and O,(PQ)  = 1 =
O%,  (PL,) , I(2.6) yields
Q = C&W’))Q, and  L,  = CLItWW2 P
Recali,  from (4.29),  that Q, 5 N,-J L2), and hence C,(Z( P)) $ NQ( L2). Therefore
CL, (Z(  P)) < PL,(  Q) = 1 by (4.29),  which then gives L, = L2,.  Hence, using (4.32),
L, = L, . Combining I(6.4) and 1(2.21)(v) gives L2Q  = QL,  , a contradiction. Thus we
have esmilished that Z( J(P)) $ Pp.
From (4.35) and 1(3.13)(iii)  1 # P,,,  5 CP< L,) and SO
(4.37) A(P,T*)  = ~m$tL,)L,l
by Lemma 3.4(ii)(c).  We assert that
(4.38) LT = Li,# -4
First we verify that LT  = L,*.  Supposing Li  # L,  we seek a contradiction. SOm
l#[NL,(L2),c] <C,l(L,)  by(4.31)andI(2.13)(i).HenceZ(L1)  <N,,(L,).Because
L,  L, # L, L,  and, by (4.32),  L, = Lzr, I(2.3) (x) and 1(2.13)(i) force Z( L,) 5 L,cr.  But
then [Z(L,),N,(L,)]  = 1 by 1(6.4),  which, as NP(  L,) # 1, yields Z(L,)  < pL,(P),
against (4.37). SO we have proved that L; = L, .
Observe that P,,#  1 . For Ppr  = 1 wou;d  imply, as Q = Q,, that pr acts fixed-
point-freely  upon PQ. Recalling  that Op( PQ) = 1 , I(2.10)  (i) gives P 0 PQ. Since
Or2(PL2)  = 1 by (4.30) (i) I(2.6) implies L, = NL2(J(P))CL2(Z(P)),  whence QLZ  =
L, Q , which is not possible.
Now suppose L,  = Llc. Then 1(2.3)(x), 1(2.13)(i) and (4.37) give [L, , P,.]  = 1 . Now
[L,, Pp,]  = 1 by I(3.13) (iii) and SO L,  , L, 5 Cc< Pp,)  . Since P,,#  1, we obtain the
untenable  L,  L, = L, L, . Therefore L,  # LiV, and we have (4.38).
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Since P,  5 Np(Lt)  , (4.38) and I(2.14) (ii) imply that L, = CL,  (PJL, . Further,
CL,( P,) # 1 by (4.38). Therefore the shape of &(p, 7rt)  gives Z(P) 2 Ni(L,) and
Z(P), = 1. Now [L, , P,] 5 L,. and, since [Z(P), P,] = 1,2(P) normalizes [Li,  P,]  .
ApplyingI(2.3) (x) to Z(P) [ L, , PJ  wededuce that [Z(P), [L,  , P,,]] = 1. Then theshape
of&(p,7r,) forces [L,,P,]  = 1.
If J(P),# 1 ,then P,, < C,(L,) yields Z(J(P))  < Np(L1).  By1(2.13)(i)and(4.36)
l# W(J(P)),Pl 5 C,(L,).
Then, using I(2.3) (viii), we infer that Pp 5 Np{ L,) , and hence P*  5 Np( 1,)  . Employing
1(5.8)(f) (with L = Q, M = P,  N = L, and 7 = CZ) yields O,,(QLt) = 1. However, by
(4.33), [Z(Q), Li]  = 1, and SO we see that J(P), = 1. Consequently (since Q = Q,),
J(p) I [P,crl  I OJPQ)  nO,(PL,)
Then, by [Lemma 8.22(n);  31, J(O,(PQ)) = J(P) = J( O,(PL,)) and hence Q,L,  2
NG( J( P)) , a contradiction! This is the long sought contradiction and finishes the work on
case 3.
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete.
The next linking result is of a similar nature lo Theorem 4.4 though its proof is much
shorter.
Lemma 4.5. Let P and Q be (respectively) (Y -invariant Sylow p- and q -subgroups  of type
h whichpermute, pf q, and set h = {i, j, k}. If PLjk  = LjkP and QL, = LIQ, then ut
least one of PL,  = L,P  and QLjk  = LjkQ  must  hold.
proof:  Suppose the lemma is false and argue fora contradiction. Without loss of generality
weassumei=  l,j=2 and k=3.Sowehave
(4.39)
PQ = QP,PL,  = L,,P, QL, = L,Q,
PL,#L,P  and QL,fL,Q
From Lemma 3.2, Z(Q) < Q,,  and SO [Z(Q) , L, ] = 1 by I(3.13) (iii). Also note that
G3 = Lzp  # L, by I(2.8) and I(6.1).
Now suppose Q is not star-covered. Then Oq( PQ) # 1 by I(4.4). Hence, by I(5.8) (f),
L;$N,.(P) ands~P,,P,<N~(Lt). MoreoverO,(PQ)nZ(Q)#l  and[Z(Q),L,l=
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1 yield Op( PQ) < Np(Lr)  whence P = Pp  by Lemma 3.4(ii)  (d) and I(4.6).  There-
fore A(p,nl) = {P,N,(L,)L,},  [Q,plcJPQ by I(2.3) (ix), and P,, = 1. Since
l#[Q,pl ~O,(QL,),weobtainO,,(QL,)  19L,(P>= l.Thus
(4.40) L, is star covered.
Clearly PL,, admits  07 fixed-point-freely and SO [P, L,,] = 1 by I(2.8). If L, L, =
L,, L, , then Lj # L,, , I(4.4) and NG( OR, (L, L,)) 2 P, L, yields a contradiction to
(4.39). Thus L, L,, # L, L, .
Since P,,, = 1, P,, P, 5 N,,( L,) and, by (4.4),  L, = LT it follows (see Lemma 3.4(ii)
(g)) that for at least one  of P, and P,, say P,, CL,  (P,,)  # 1 and CL,  (P,) $ Llo7. Clearly
C,(P,) 2 L, 1 C,Jp,> amence 0,1(L,3~L,(L,))# 1 WW3Hi)and CL,(PJ  $
-4 m. Hence Z(L,) 2 LIOr as L,Lz3#  Lz3L1. Butthen [N,(L,),Z(L,)] = 1 byI(2.3)
(xi) whence Z( L,) < pL,  (P) contrary  to the shape of &(p, xIT1 ) .
Hence we conclude that Q must be star-covered. Then by Lemma 3.2 and I(2.3) (viii) ei-
hr NQtLz3)  5 Q, or&-&,) 5 Q,. Suppose  NQ(L2,)  I Q,. Henceas CQ(Lu)#ll
Q = Q, by I(2.21) (iv) and I(2.3) (v). SO [P, cr]  0 PQ. If [P, IJ]  # 1 , then NG( [ P, 01) 2
Q , O,, (PL,,) implies 1 # Ow, (PL,) 5 pL, (Q) , which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus
P = P,,  andso l#P, = P,,7. Hence P,, P, 2 Np( L,) by Lemma 3.4 (i) (b). But then
P < Np( L,) , a contradiction.
This completes  the proof of Lemma 4.5.
We close this section with two results, the first of which will be used in Lemmas 6.1 and
7.4 whilst the second is specifically designed for one application in Theorem 7.6.
Lemma 4.6. Let P be un CY-invariant Sylow  p-subgroup of type A , p E n(G) , far  &.ich
PL,  # L,  P and PL, # L, P. Then
0) Pp,PT 5 Np(L2)  ad Pp,  P, I Np(L3);
Oi)  z(P) = Z(P),, I Np(Lz)  n Np(L3)  ;
(iii) P is not star-covered; and
fiv)  either NG(Z(  J( P))) = PC,(  Z( J( P))) or J(P) is contained  in ut least one
ofN,t-&) and  NptLJ).
ProoL  (i) From Lemma 4.1, L,  L, = L, L,  . Suppose that Pp,  P, $ Np(L3).  Then L; 2
N,.,(P) and by Lemma 3.4 (i),
Ppo = l&,#  l#Pp, and --J@(P,~F~)  = {L,,NL3(P)P).
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Since P,# 1, we must have Pp, P, < Np( Lz) by Lemma 3.4 (i) (b).  From PM = 1 we see
that[N,(L,),o]#l  whenceC,(L,)#l andZ(P)  <N,(L,).TheshapeofA(p,7ra)
forces 0,  (L,L,) = 1, which then, by 1(2.13)(i), gives L, = L%.  Hence Z(P) s P, by
1(2.3)(x). But then [Z(P) , NL, (P)] = 1 which gives the untenable Z(P) 2 gp( L3) = 1.
Thus we conclude that P,,, P, 2 NP(  L3)  and, likewise, that Pn, P, 2 Np(  L2).
(ii) Because Pp  # 1, one of [ NP(  L,) , CT]  and [ NP(  L3),  T]  must be non-trivial.  Hence
wehave,say, CP(L2)#1  andsoZ(P) = Z(P)c  < Np(Lz).  Butthen Z(P) 5 P, 2
NP( La) , so proving (ii).
(iii) Since Pf P,, , P cannot be star-covered by Lemma 3.4 (ii) (e).
(iv) Put R = Z( J( P)) . If, say, R,#  R,R,,  , then  Op(  R,LQ # 1 by I(4.5). Since
,!,aP  & 9rJ P) by (i) and Lemma 3.3(ii),  this implies that J(P) 2 Np(  L3).  SO either
J(P) is contained  in at least one of NP(  L2) and NP(  L3)  or
(4.41) Rp = Rpo  Rp,, R, = R,,R,, and R, = R,,,R,,.
If  (4.41) pertains, then applying I(6.4) to RNG(  RJ, yields N,.J  RI = PC& RI - ThiS  Proves
(iv).
Lemma 4.7. Suppose P is un cu-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of G of type h which is not
star-covered, and let h = {i, j, k). Also suppose
(i) P permutes with L, and Li but not with L,;
(ii) LiLj#  LjLi;and
W z(J(P)) & Np(&).
men Paiai  # 1.
Roof:  Without loss of generahty,  we take i = 1, j = 2 and k = 3. SO we have PL,  = L, P,
pJ52 =L,P,PL,fL,Par1dL,L~fL~L~.Recalllhat9~(L,)=N,(L,).
First we show that either L, = L, or L, = L2#  holds. Since [P,,,  L,] = 1 , (5)  implies
J(P), = 1. ApplyingI(4.5) to J(F$NLI(J(P))  and J(P)N,2(J(P))  yields
L, = cL,(wL,s and L, = CL2(W2c
where D = Op( PL,) n Op( PL,) fl Z(P) . From I(4.7) Df 1 and SO either CL,(D) 2
N,,(L,)  or CL2t0 I NLitL1)  holds.
Assume, say, that CL,  (D) < NL, ( L2) . Note that this implies On1 (PL,) 5 NL, (L,) .
If [N,,(L,),a]# 1, then CL,(L2)#  1 whence NL,(L1)  = 1 by 1(5x7),  and SO LIr  <
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Nb, ( L2) . Therefore, by I(2.3) (viii), NL, ( NL, (L,)) * 5 NL, (L,)  . But then NL, (L,)  =
L, by I(4.6) which contradicts (ii). Thus we must have CL,  (D) 5 NL, (Lz)  5 Lio. Con-
sequently
L, = C~,uw,~  = L,.
If CL, (D) 5 NL, (L,  ) , then we would obtain L, = L2#.
Without loss of generality we may assume that L r = LIo. As a consequence, & ( x1, mz)  =
{L, , L,  NL, ( L2)}. Moreover, because P is not star-covered and [P, cr]  0 PL, , we have
0,JPL2) 5 NJL,) = 1. Also since, L, = 1, we have [ P,pcr]  < O,(PL,)  and
therefore J(P) -<  O,(PLI).  Thus J(P) = J;O,(PL,))  OPL,  .
Now, if Ppv  = 1, then PL, would have Fitting length at most two which gives P 0 PL, .
But then L, , L,  < NG( J( P)) , contradicting (ii). Hence we have PpO  # 1, which established
the lemma.
5. SOLUBILITY OF L
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that
Theorem 5.1. L is a soluble Hall subgroup of G.
Suppose Theorem 5.1. is false, Then PQ # QP where P and Q are cr-invariant Sylow
subgroups of G of type A . By Lemma 3.5 we may suppose our notation  chosen SO that
z(p) = z(p),, I Np(Q)  and Q,,  = 1,
where, if P* $ N,(Q), we have Pp 5 N,(Q) and Q,, Q, < pQ(P). If possible we
chosePandQ sothatpf2.
In the following series of lemmas we deduce an appropriate contradiction. Our aim is to
produce a factorization of G which then forces G to contain  a non-trivial proper cr-invariant
norma1 subgroup. Lemmas 5.2 to 5.7 serve as preparation for the task of constructing the
factorization.
Let A (respectively B) denote  the subgroup of G generated by the cu-invariant Sylow
subgroups of type 12 which permute with P (respectively, do not permute with P). Note
thaatP<AandQ<B.
(5.1) Let H be a soluble cy -invariant subgroup of G .
(0 If P I H, hm O,(H)  & N,(Q)
(ii> Suppose  Pp I Np(Q),Q,,Q,  I pQ(p) and Q I H.  men O,(H)  I
qp) *
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From Lemma 3.5 either P* < iVp( Q) or Np( Np( Q))*  5 N,(Q). Hence by either
I(4.5) or I(4.6) OP(  H) < NP(Q) , SO proving (i). Similar considerations also yield (5.1) (ii).
Clearly we also have that
(5.2) P is not star-covered.
(5.3) Suppose P’ 5 NP(Q) and le1 N be an a-invariant  Hall {p, q}‘-subgroup  of G
which permutes with both P and Q. If Gf (PN)Q, then (i) P = NP(Q)&(N) ; and
(ii) NQ( N,) = 1 for al1 non-trivial  (Y -invariant  subgroups Ni of N .
Using 1(58)(e)(i) and (ii) and Lemma 3.5(i)(a) immediately yields (5.3).
Lemma 5.2. (i) L,,  = L,, = 1,
(ii) P L , = L,P with [Z(P), L,] = 1.
(iii) If p = 2 , then the set of cx-invariant Sylow w-subgroups  of type h with w # 2
generate a soluble Hall subgroup of G.
(iv) A and B are soluble Hall subgroups of G.
(v) L,, B is a soluble Hall subgroup of G.
(vi) lf L, # 1, then PL, # L,P  and Np(Q)  = Np( L,,) .
proof:  Since Z(P) < PU7 and [Zr, P,,J = 1, P must permute with Z, and we have
(ii). We now prove that L,, = 1 . Suppose LI2 # 1 . Then LI2  # Li,  by I(2.8) and I(6.1).
Now [L,, , Q,] = 1 and SO, since Ow12  (PL,,)  # 1 by T(4.5) Lemma 3.5(i)(a) implies
that p’ ~8 N,(Q).  SO pp I Np(Q)  and Q,,Q, I ýB(p). Suppose  L12Q#Qh.
neri Atq,q2) = {Q,L,,NQtL,,)) with NQtL12)  = CQtL,2)tNQtL,2),,.  BKause
O,(PL,,) # 1 we obtain, using Lemma 3.5(ii)(b),  CQ(L,,)  < pQ(P) 5 Q,, whence
NQ( L,,) < Q,. But then Q = Q, by 1(2.3)(v), contrary  to Lemma 3.5(ii)  (h). Therefore
L,,Q  = QL,,. SO L,, permutes with both  P and Q and hence, since Llz # Li*,  using
I(4.7) gives either OJPL,,)  < N,(Q)  or O,(QL,,) < pQ(P),  contradicting (5.1).
Therefore we conclude that L 12  = 1. A similar argument shows that L,, = 1, and we have
proved (i).
(iii) This follows from the choice of (P, Q) .
(iv) If p = 2 , then (iii) implies (iv). SO we may suppose pf 2. Lct U and V be,
respectively, cu-invariant  Sylow u - and v -subgroups of G which do no1 permute with P .
Because Z(P) < Por, neither U’ < N,(P) nor V*  2 N,(P) is possible by I(2.3)
(xi) and Lemma 3.5(i) (a). While P’ < NP(V)  and P’ 5 NP(V)  yields, using Lemma 3.5
0) (dl, U,, = V,, = 1 . But then Lemma 3.5 (i) (c), (d) and (ii) (c) (e) imply that UV # VU
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is impossible. Since P# 2 , by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (a), without loss of generality it only remains
to consider  the situation
P*  2 NP(U),u  = 2, and Vai i NV(P),Paj,Pak  <pp(V)  whe=  {i,i,k)  = A.
Because P,, # 1, by Lemma 3S(ii)(c)  we may suppose
Therefore Z(V) 2 VF by Lemma 3.5(ii)  (e). Hence U* < N,(V) is not possible. If V* 2
N,(U) were to hold, then Z(V) < Vpo and the shape of &C% (u, u) forces UpV = 1,  But
U,,# 1 by Lemma 3.4(i) (d) (applied to P and U). SO U’ $ N,(V) and V’ $ N,(U).
Now P* < NP(U)  implies U,, = 1 and therefore, as u = 2, Lemma 3.5 (ii) (c) shows that
and thus Z(V) 2 V,, by Lemma 3S(ii)(e).  But then Z(V) 2 V,,  tl Vpu, which is not
possible. Therefore we conclude that B is a soluble Hall subgroup of G.
Now let U and V denote  cu-invariant  Sylow subgroups of G which permute with P.
Suppose UV#  VU. If V’ $ N,(U) and U’ 5 N,(V) pertains, then, as P is not star-
covered,  I(4.7) force either O,( PU) 5 Pu< V) or O,( PV) 5 PV< U) which is not possi-
ble by Lemma 3.5(ii)(b)  (h).  So we must have, say, V* 5 N,(U) . But then, as O,( PU) f 1,
this situation contradicts I(5.8) (f)  (with L = P, M = V and N = U). Thus UV = VU must
hold whence A is a soluble Hall subgroup of G .
(v) Let V be an o!-invariant  Sylow subgroup of B. Since V,,  = 1 I(2.8) yields
P,(  L,) CJ L,,9(  L,) and SO L,, V = VL,, , which proves (v).
(vi) This is straightforward and SO is omitted.
Lemma 53. Suppose that P* $ N,,(Q) and that PL,  = L,P  where i = 2 or 3. Then
ti) [z(Op(pLi))>Lil  =  1 ,ad
(ii) QL, = LiQ.
Pro& Without loss of generality we take i = 2 , and set 2 = Z( OP(  PL,)) .
(i) Now [P, a] 2 Op( PL,) and from Lemma 3.5(ii)  (f)  1 # [NP(Q)  , al 5 Pp and
hence OP(  PL2)p# 1. Therefore 2 5 NP(Q) by Lemma 3.5(ii)  (d). Because of (5.1) and
Lemma 3.5(ii)  (d), we must have ZP = 1, and hence, by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (f),
2 I [NptQ)r~l I Pm
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This immediately yields (i).
(ii) Suppose QL, # L,  Q . Because Q,# 1 by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (c) we see that C4( L,) # 1
andsoQ,,Q,<Nq(L2) musthold.Frompart(i)wehave[Z,LZ]=  1 andZ<N,(Q).
ThUS
2 i Np(Q)  n Np(&).
Consequently, as Q* = Q, by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (b),  I(2.14) (ii) gives Q = NQ( L,)C&( 2) .
Using Lemma 3.5(ii)(b)  we then obtain
Q = NQ(L,)CQW  = &$L,)Q,  = &$L,),
contrary to QL2  # L,  Q . This proves (ii).
Lemma 5.4. v PL, = L,P where i = 2 or 3 , then L, Li = LiLI.
RJ-uo1  The case when P’ $ NP(Q) is easily resolved by Lemmas 5.2 (ii) and 5.3 (i) since
Z(P) n Z( OP(  PL,)) # 1. SO for the remainder of the lemma’s proof we may assume P’ 2
NP(Q) . Without loss of generality we take i = 2 .
Since C,(Z(P)) = 1 and Z(P) < P,,,,  we observe that
(5.4) Q* # Q, and z(Q)  si Q,.
From the shape of &(p, q) and [L,, Q,] = 1 we have Or2  (PL,) = 1, and SO
(5.5) L,  is star-covered.
From [L,, Q,] = 1 and (5.3) we deduce that QL, # L2Q. Moreover,  using (5.4),  we
note
(5.6) J’$$&$L,H*  I N&,)  2nd z(Q),Q,,,Q,  I W$L,).
We now suppose L, L,  # L,  L, , and seek a contradiction beginning with
If (5.7) is false, then Lq _< NLi(L,)  holds, which, by (5.5),  implies that L,  = L, .P
Hence, by 1(2.3)(x) and QL, # L,  Q , Z(Q) 5 Q, , contrary to (5.4). This proves (5.7).
We claim that QL, = LiQ.  For suppose QL, # L,Q.  Then (5.4) immediately gives
L; I N,,(Q).  SO LI, I NLItQ)  n NL,t-W by (5.7). Since  Q, I NQ(L2) by (5.6),
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I(2.14) (i) yields Q = NQ( Lz)CQ( L, ) . But from Lemma 3.4 (i) (a), (c) and (d) we have
CQ(Li7)  = 1, which contradicts QLzr# L,Q.  Therefore QL, = L,Q,  as claimed. Again
using Q,, Lir < N,( L2) and I(2.14) (i) we obtain
which, appealing  to (5.3), then yields O,(QL,)  < NQ(L,).  However, (5.6) and I(4.6) then
imply Nc+ L2) = Q , a contradiction. This completes  the proof of the lemma.
The next result is required in the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose PL,  = L,P  where i f 12  , and lei W be un cu-invariant Sylow w -
subgroup of A . If LiW # WL, , then W 5 Gai.
PrmlY Without loss of generality we may assume i = 2. Since PW = WP and P is not
star-covered, 1(5.8)(f) rules out the possibility L; 5 NL, ( W) . SO Wp, W, 2 Nw(  L,) .
From Lemma 3.3 we have Lz, $ PL,  ( W) . Now, bccause P is not star-covered, I(3.3) (vii)
and I(4.4) imply that [ Op( PL,) , p] # 1 , and thus O,(  PW) 5  N,(  L,) by I(5.8) (c). Then
Lemma 3.4 (ii) (d), I(4.6) and I(4.5) yield W = W,,  SO proving the lemma.
Lemma 5.6. if L,P  = PL,  where i E h , then L,A is a soluble  Hall subgroup of G.
PruoL  Suppose the lemma is false and argue for a contradiction. Thus LiW#  WL, for
some cu-invariant Sylow w-subgroup of A, and hence W < Gai by Lemma 5.5. Clearly
&( n;-, w)  = {W, L,.N,( Li)}. Observe that W 2 Gai and Lemma 3.5 (i) (e), (ii) and
(h) imply that QW = WQ. We now divide our proof into two cases: i = 1 and if 1.
Case 1. i = 1.
Since W < G,, WQ admits  or fixed-point-freely. If P’ 2 N,(Q) , men (5.3) (ii)
clearly  gives O,(  WQ) = 1. Hence W = W,W,  by I(2.10)  (ii). Consequently, as W# 1,
I(2.10)  (ii) and I(6.1) yield the contradiction G# O’“(G)  . Now we consider  the possibility
P* rit N,(Q).
Because L, W# WL, , Lemma 3.5(ii)  (i) shows that J( P)p  = 1. From W = Wp, I(2.3)
(i) gives [P, p] 5 O,( PW) . Hence
J(p) 2 wdi 2 Opw) nop,).
A well-known property of the Thompson subgroup yields J(O,(  PW)) = J(P) =
J( Op( PL,)) and consequently  L, , W 2 N,(J( P)) , a contradiction. This settles case
1 .
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Case 2. if  1.
Without loss of generality we shall suppose i = 2. Suppose to begin with that P* 5
NP(Q) . Then, because [L,  , Q,] = 1, (5.3) implies that LzQ # QL, . Since, using Lemma
3.5(i) (d), 1 #Q,, 5 C,.-J  L,)  , by Lemma 3.4 we have Q,,Q,  5 NQ(L,),  and
~QwQtL,))*  i q@,) *
Since 1 # N,(  L2) < W, , at least one of [ N,(  L2),  p] and [ N,(  L,), T]  must be non-
trivial.  Suppose V = [ N,(  L,),  p] # 1. Because V normalizes O,(  QW) and 09( QW) c7
NQ(L,)  and Q, a NQ(Lz),  q2.14) (i)  gives
O,(QW)  = (O,tQW  n&$L,))Co,~qw~tv).
However, since W permutes with both P and Q, (5.3) (ii) gives CQ( V) = 1 and hence
O,(  QW) < N4( L2) . But this is not possible since No( NQ( L2))*  2  Ng(  L,) .
It only remains to consider  the situation when P* & NP(Q) . Appealing to Lemma 5.3
(ii) gives L,Q = QL, . By Lemma 3.5(ii)  (b)  Q* = Q,#  Q and SO, as W = W, ,
lf [Q,al OQJJ’.
Since [Q, al 5 Oq(  QL,) , we obtain
Since p = 2 by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (a), WL,  f L2 W, (5.8) and Glauberman’s ZI-theorem
yield O,(WQ)  # 1. If [O,(  WQ), pl # 1, then either Q, < PQ( P)  or Op( PW)  <
PP(  Q) by I(5.8) (c). But Q’ 5 @‘o(P)  and Lemma 3.5(ii)  (h) show that neither of these
can occur. Therefore
(5.9) 1# O,tWQ>  5  wp.
Also from (5.8),  since (QL,),,  = 1 , we have L,  = Lzy  by I(4.5). Hence, using I(2.3) (x),
and then NG( O,(  WQ)) 2 W,  L,  by (5.9) contrary  to WL,  # L,  W.  This completes  case
2 and also the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose PLi#  LIP  where i = 2 or 3. Then
0)  Lf g  &((P) and Z(P) 2  Np(  Li) ; and
(ii) L,B is a soluble  Hall subgroup  of G.
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(ii) From Lemma 3.4(i)(b), (ii) (e) and (g)  Z(P) 2 Np(B)  . If L,  # 1, then by Lemma
.5.2(vi)  PL, # L,, P and it is easy to see that Np(Q)  = Np( L,) . Hence, using Lemma
5.7(i) and the definition of K , we have Z(P) 5 Np(K)  .
We now analyse the factorization  obtained in Lemma 5.8 beginning with
Lemma 5.9. If U is un  cr-invariant Sylow  u-subgroup  of B , then either
(i)  P’ 2 Np(U)  ; oi
?kof.  Suppose P* e Np(U)  . From Z(P) 2 P,,,  and I(2.3) (xi) [Z(P), N,(P)] = 1,
and SO U*  g N,(P) by Lemma 3.5(i)(a).
Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, either
Ca) Usi < PV(p) and paj,  Pa, I ppW) ; or
@l pq 5 pptu) and uajJJak I ~&‘)
(where {i, j, k} = h ).
If (b)  holds, then Z(P) 2 Pm7  and Lemma 3.5 (ii) (e) imply o+ = p and {cyi,  LY~} =
{0, r] . SO to complete the proof of the lemma we must show (a) cannot occur.
Assume (a) holds. Then u = 2 by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (a) and hence, by our origina1 choice
of notation, P* 2 Np(Q)  . Also, by Lemma 3.5 (ii) (c), qf p since Po,# 1. Without loss
of generality we may suppose
From Lemma 3.5(ii)  we have
(5.11) (0 Pu(p) = N,(p)
(ii) P’ = P, > SP(U)
W  W~(~),PI,[N~(~),~  I UT,
and N,(R) < N,(P) for al1 non-trivial cu-invariant subgroups R of UT.
Suppose  O,(  QW, = 1. neri [CQ,~l,o,(QWl = 1 by 1(2X), and hence, using
I(2.3)  (v), NG( [ Q, r]) 2 PT,  O,(QU)  . Since [Q,  71  # 1 by  Lemma 3.50)  (e),  either
PT 5 ýp(U)  or  OJQU) I p”(p) must hold. But both ‘altematives are impossible,
and SO O,(QU),#  1 must hold. Then, by (5.11) (iii), Z( O,,(QU)) 5 N,(P). Because
O,(QU)  g N,(P),(S.ll)(iii)implies Z(O,tQU))  5 U,,whence  [Q,JXO,(QW)l  =
1 by I(2.3) (xi). Consequently  Z( O,( QU)) normalizes  both Np(Q)  and P. Employing
I(2.14)  (ii) yields
P = NptQ)CptO,tQW)  = Npt QPpW.
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But pP( V) < Pr 2 N,(Q)  by (5.11)(ii)  implies P = NP(Q) , a contradiction. Therefore
(a) cannot hold, and SO we have prove the lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let U be a non-trivial <Y-invariant Sylow u mbgroup  of B , then P’ 2
Np(U).
proof:  Suppose the lemma is false. Then Pp  < ýp( U) = Np(U)  and CT,,  U, < @u(P) by
Lemma 5.9. SO p = 2 by Lemma 3.5(ii)  (a). By (5.1) O,(H) g N,,(U). If O,(H)P#  1,
then Lemma 3.5 (ii) (d) implies Z( O,(  H)) 5 NP(U)  , whence Z( 0, ( H))p = 1. Hence
Z( 0, (H)) 5 P,, by Lemma 3.5(ii)(f).  Using I(2.3) (xi) we conclude that
Z(P)  n Z(O,(H))  I Z(H).
But then, by Lemma 5.8 (ii),  (Z(P) rl Z( 0, (H))) G is a non-trivial proper cr-invariant
norma1 subgroup of G . Therefore
(5.12) O,(H),= 1.
Let 2 denote  the ~-invariat Hall 2’-subgroup  of A. Then (5.12) and I(2.14) (ii) imply
(5.13) i= CA(O,(H))A,
In order to  make use of (5.13) we must modify the factorization G = HK . First we prove
(5.14) (K,A,,Z( P)) is aproper  cr-invariant subgroup of G.
Let .k denote  the cu-invariant  Hall & -subgroup  of B . Let W be an cr-invariant Sylow
w -subgroup  of 2. We now show that WP  < PA< k) , and clearly only need to examine the
case W g PA< K) . By Lemma 5.2(iii)  one  of the following holds
( a )  E= LjB,j#l a n d  WLj#LjW
(b)K=LjLkB,j#l#k a n d  LjW#WLj,L,W=WL,,
(c) E = LjL,B, jf lf k and LjW#  WLj,  L,W#  WL,.
Suppose (a) holds. Then applying I(2.26)  with M = Lj, L = BW and H = W (note that
G# Lj(  BW)) gives that the Sylow w-subgroup of Pr& Li) is Pu,< Li) . In particular
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PW( Li) permutes with B, and hence Pr+,<  Li) 5 PA< E)  . For case (b), but in I(2.26)
taking L = L,BW , we also obtain  FW( Li) < PA< E). In case (c) the same arguments
yield N,(  Li) II  N,(  Lk) = Pn,(  LjL,)  2 PA< k) .
Since Q is not star-covered, if LjW#  WLj,  then I(5.8) (f)  shows L; g NLj(W).
Hence, for j # 1, WP  2 PW( Li) = N,(  Li). Therefore, by the above, we have  that
WP  5 Pi< K)  , as required.
Because W was an arbitrary (Y-invariant Sylow subgroup of 2 it follows that i,, 5
SA< ii). By I(4.4) O,(~A(  k)) # 1 and SO, as [L,, Ql = 1, K < NG( O,( &‘A( F))) .
Let F denote  the cu-invariant Hall 2’-subgroupof  N,(  Oq( EPA(  k))) . Then K, &, 2 F.
As G contains  no non-trivial proper  cu-invariant  norma1 subgroups OxcKj,( F) = 1. Hence,
by [Theorem 1; 11, there  is a non-trivial characteristic subgroup C of K such that Cd F.
Appealing to Lemma 5.8(ii)  we have
which proves (5.14).
If K = L, B , then Lemma 52(iii),  Oq( BA) # 1 and [Theorem 1; l] yield that
M = (K,&T(P))#G.
Set D = Z(P) n Z( Os (PL,)) rl Z( O2  (PL,)) . Note that D # 1. Employing Lemma
5.2(i), (ii) and 5.3(i) gives
G= HK = C,(D)M,
and then Dc 2 M # G, a contradiction. SO we may suppose K # L, B and SO H =
L,LjA(j# 1) or LIA.  In the former case set E = Z(P) n 01(PLj)  II  02(A) and in
the latter E = Z(P) n O2  (A) . Observe that Ef 1. By Lemmas 5.2(ii)  and 5.3(i) and (5.13)
H = CH( E) AP. Therefore
G= HK = C&E)(K,A,),
whence, using (5.14),
EG S (KA,W))#G
a contradiction which completes  the proof of Lemma 5.10.
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Lemma 5.11. Suppose that PL,#  L,P (where i = 2 or 3)andthat  2(.7(P))  5 N,(Q).
Then Z(J(P)) 5 Np(Li).
l??uoK Suppose the lemma is false, and assume i = 3. Put R = Z( J( P)) . By Lemma
5.10, P* < Np(Q)  and by Lemma 5.7(i), Pp,  P,,  5 Np( L3). Of course we also have
bQ=Qb.
IfR,#R&, men F = Op( P,L,,)flR#  1 byI(4.5) whence, as LSo  0 P,L,, , CG(F) 2
L3,,  R. Then R 5 Np(&)  by Lemma 3.3(i). Therefore R,  = RzM and, similarly, Rp =
RP(vd - As Pop  I CptL,), Rp = 1 and consequently R’ = R,. SO [Q,[R,dl = 1 by
I(2.8). By I(2.13) and Lemma 3.5(i) (c) 04( QL3)  # 1 . Thus [R, r] 2 Np( ,&)  . Since R <
Np( L3)  by supposition, [R, r] = 1. From R < P, we conclude that [R, NL,(  P)] = 1,
whence Nh,  ( P) = 1. Thus pL,  (P) = 1 by Lemma 3.4(ii)(a).  Consequently  as Np(Q)  $
Np( L, ) , NL, ( Q1 ) = 1 for al1 non-trivial characteristic subgroups Qr of Q . In particular
L, 0 L, Q by I(2.6). SO [ [Q, r] , Ls] = 1. Since [Q, r] # 1, we then obtain, using I(2.3)
(viii),
RIP,<N,tL,),
a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 5.1
Set D = Z( P)nO,(  H) . Since P is not star-covered, Df 1. If Z( J( P)), = Z( J( P))p(->  ,
Z(J(P)), = Z(J(P))&  and Z(J(P)), = Z(J(P))& holds,  then N,(Z(J(P)))  =
CH( Z( J( P))) P by I(6.4). Hence H 5 Cc( 0) by 1(2.6),  and then Lemma 5.6(ii)  implies
that DG # G , a contradiction.
Therefore we must have, say Z( J( P)),#  Z( J( P))& . Let U be a non-trivial cy-
invariant Sylow subgroup of B. By I(4.5) Z( J( P)) fl Op( PpV,)  # 1 and hence, using
Lemmas 5.10 and 3.5(i)(a) we obtain Z( J( P)) 5 Np(U)  . Thus Z( J( P)) 5 iVp( EI).
Appealing to Lemmas 5.2(vi)  and 5.11 then yields Z( J( P)) 5 Np(K) . By 1(2.6),  DH <
Z( J( P)) . But then DG 5 NG( K) # G, which is the fina1  contradiction. Thus we have
proved Theorem 5.1.
6. FACTORIZATIONS FOR G
We now assemble the result of the two previous sections SO as to obtain global information
about G.
6.1. Let P be un (Y -invariant Sylow p-subgroup  of G of type 12 . Then either
(i) P permutes with ut  least two of LI , L,  and L, ; or
(ii) with a possible re-ordering of 1,2,3,  G = (LL,) (L,  L,  L,) with LL, and
L,  L,  L, soluble  Hall subgroups.
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Pro& Suppose PL, #L, P and PL, f L, P. Then L,  L,  = L, L,  by Lemma 4.1. From
Lemma 4.6 we have
(6.1) (0 pp, Ij, I Np(L2) mi Pp,  P, I NptL3) ;
(ii) Z(P) 2 P,, ; and
(iii) P is not star-covered.
From (6.l)(ii)  and PL, # L,  P, PL, # L, P we note that
(6 -2) L,P= PL, and L,,  = L,, = 1.
Now let IV be an cy  -invariant Sylow w -subgroup of L and suppose L, W# WL, . By
Theorem 5.1 PW = WP. Combining (6.l)(iii), I(4.4) and 1(5.8)(f) we deduce that W,,,
kV,<N,(L,).From[Li,Z(P)] = 1 andO,(PW)#l weobtainO,(PIV)  <N,(L,).
By Lemma 3.4(ii)(d)  and I(4.6)  N,(  L,) 2 Wp, and thus W = Wp. Then Lemma 3.4
shows that W must permute with both L,  and L, . A further consequence  of W = Wp,
using 1(2.3)(ix)  and (6.1) (i), is
(6 -3) P= PpOp(PW) = Np(Li)Op(PW) (i= 2,3).
By I(ZlO)(ii) and I(6.1) W# W,W, and SO, as WL, L, admits crr fixed-point-freely,
O,(  WL, L3)# 1 by (I(2.10)  (iii). Soat leastoneof  [ O,(  WL, L,)  ,a] and [ O,(  WL, L3)  ,T]
is non-trivial. Suppose [ O,(  WL, L3), a] # 1. Then [ O,(  WL,), a] # 1. Since W,  <
N,(  La),  an application of I(5.8) (c) gives either Op( PW) < Np( L3)  or L,. < gL,  (P) .
The former possibility together with (6.3) contradicts PL, # L, P whilst the latter is unten-
able by (6.1) (i) and Lemma 3.3(i). Thus there is no cu-invariant  Sylow subgroup W of L
for which WL, # L, W and SO, by Theorem 5.1, LL, is a soluble  subgroup of G. Since we
ako have G = (LL,)(  L,  L,  L,) , the lemma is proved.
Lemma 6.2. At least two of L, , L,  and L, permute.
Pro& We suppose the lemma is false and deduce a contradiction. As 41?,  is nilpotent for al1
iEA,wehaveL12=Li3=L23= 1. Theorem 4.3 is available and SO we may assume that
L, = L,,,L,  = L, P and L, = L,/
By I(2.3)  (ix) we have
(6.4)
-Wvd = {L,N,s(L,),L2},~t~1,“33 = {L,,L3~L,(L3)~and
-m%%) = &Q(L,LL,l.
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Let T denote  the a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup  of G. By I(2.24) T is not contained  in
GP, G, nor Gr. Therefore 2 # rrt  U n2 U ‘ITI, and SO T must be of type h . By Lemma
4.1 T must permute with at least two of Li,  L, and L, . Therefore there  are, essentially, two
cases to examine:
Case 1. T permutes with L,  and L,  but does not permute with L, ; and
Case 2. T permutes with L, , L,  and L3  .
Case 1. AS L, = L, and TL, # LIT,  it follows that T,,T,  5 N,(L,) and, further-
more, that [T,, LII = 1 because [N,(  LI),&  2 CT( L,) by 1(2.3)(x) and I(2.11). Since
[TP,, L,]  = 1 and L, L, # L,L,  , this implies  TP0 = 1, and SO TL, admits pa fixed-
point-freely. Hence L,  = NL,(T)OT2(TW  by W-10) (0. New [T,ol  I 02(TL2),
[T, 01 g TL, and [T, 01 # 1, SO Ov2(TLZ)  5  PL,(  L3) = 1 by (6.4). Thus L,  =
NL,(T).
Since  CT(LI)  # 1 and T g G,, [ N,(L,)  , rl # 1, and because [T, 71  5  0, (TL,),
wemayinferthat O,(TL,)  2  YL,(L,)  = 1, by (6.4). SO L,  =  NL,(J(T))CL3(Z(T))
by I(2.6). Now a further appeal to (6.4) gives L, 2 NL3 ( L2) , which disposes of case 1.
Case 2. As 1 # [T, p] 5 0, (TL, ) and [T, p] 0 TL, , we conclude using (6.4) that
O,,  (TL,) = 1. Likewise, for i E A , we obtain O,,(  TL,) = 1 and hence Li = NLj( J(T))
C&(Z(T))  by I(2.6). We claim that for each i f A NLi(J(T))  # 1 # C,JZ(T))  . For
suppose, say, that CL,  (Z(T)) = 1. Then L, = NL,  (J(T)) . The shape of J%( rrl,  ns)
gives NL, (J(T)) = 1, whence L, = CLT(Z(T)).  Now the shape of JZ%(T~,  rs) implies
CL2(Z(T))  = 1. Therefore L,  = NL, (J(  T)) and SO L, L,  = L, L, , a contradiction.
Hence CLi( Z( T)) # 1, and a similar argument shows NLi( J( T)) # 1, as claimed.
From N,.(J(T))# 1 #C,.(Z(T)) for i = 1,2,  (6.4) dictates that L,  = N,,(J(T))
CL, (Z(  T)) 2 NL,(  L,) . Thii finishes case 2 and the proof of the lemma.
Theorem 6.3. With  a possible re-ordering of 1,2,3 , eilher
( i ) G = (LL, L, L,) L, with LL,  L, Lz3  a soluble  Hall subgroup;  or
(ii)  G = (LL,)(  L,  L, L,,) with LL, and L,  L, L,, bolh  soluble  Hall subgroups.
Proo~  Reca11 that L is a soluble Hall subgroup by Theorem 5.1 and that, if L, # l( i, j E
h,i#j),then Lrj#Lij.
We break the proof imo two parts depending on whcther or not al1 of L,, , L,, and L,
are trivial.  First suppose that, say, L, # 1 . Clcarly  thcn Z,Z, = Z35Y2  . Suppose P
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is an cu-invariant Sylow subgroup of L which permutes with L,, . Since -%‘a and sa are
nilpotent and 0, (PL,,)  # 1, it follows that P permutes with 3, and 9,. On the other
hand, if Q is an cr-invariant Sylow subgroup of L which does not permute with L, , then
Z(Q) 5 Q,, by Lemma 3.2 and hence Qs, = JYt Q. Let L+ (respectively L-) denote
the group generated by those cr-invariant Sylow subgroups of L which permute (respectively
do not permute) with Lz3 . Then G = (S,.%‘,L+)(L-9,)  with SzS3L+ and Z-3,
soluble Hall subgroups of G. Since G contains no non-trivial proper  (Y-invariant normal
subgroups, L,,  = L,, = 1 whence G = (L,L,L,L+)(L-L,).  Iftheconclusionof
the theorem were false there  would exist art  cr-invariant Sylow subgroup P of L+ such that
PL, # L 1  P and an (Y -invariant  Sylow subgroup Q of L-  such that QZ, # L, Q . However
PL,,  = L, P and QL, = L, Q , a configuration which is impossible by Lemma 4.5.
Now we consider  the case L,, = L,, = L, = 1. By Lemma 6.2 we may assume
that L,L, = L,L,. In view of Lemma 6.1, we may suppose for each ru-invariant  Sy-
low subgroup P of L that P permutes with at least two of L, , Z, and L, . Therefore
G = (L, L,  L’) (L-L,) where L+ (respectively L-  ) are the subgroups of-L generated by
those cz-invariant  Sylow subgroups of L which permute with L,  and L3 , (respectively L, ).
Again,  if the theorem does not hold then it is possible to select (Y -invariant  Sylow subgroups
P and Q of (respectively) L+ and L-  such that PL, # L, P and, say, QL,  # Z,Q  . Since
PL2 = L,P and QL, = L, Q , Theorem 4.4 denies the credibility  of this situation. There-
fore,inthiscasealso,eitherG=~(LaLaL)Lt  orG= (L,L,)(LZ,).
7. MORE ON FACTORIZATIONS
In this, the final section,  we examine the possible factorizations  of G as predicted by Theorem
6.3. We begin witb  a hypothesis.
Hypothesis 7.1. (i) G = KAYj  where i E h
(i) K is an cu-invariant  soluble subgroup of G with n(K)  fl  %i = .o.
Theorem 7.2. Hypothesis 7.1 does not hold.
proof:  We show that Hypothesis 7.1 leads to a contradiction. Without loss of general@  we
take i = 1. Clearly we must have %‘t # 1. Put k = NK( st)  . Because G contains no
non-trivial  proper  LY  - invariant norma1 subgroups and G = KS, , s1 cannot normalize any
non-trivial cr -invariant  subgroups stet of K. Thus, if H is a proper  cY-invariant subgroup of
G containing 3,  then H 5 Nc(55’t)  by I(2.13). SO we have shown that
(7.1) (i) Nc( 2,  ) is the unique maximal cy -invariant  subgroup of G containing 2,  ;
(ii) 0+$NG(5Y1))  = l;and
(iii) N,(5??,)  = Ks, with K 5 K,, .
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Since [K,,,  ZYi] = 1 by 1(3.13)(iii),  (7.l)(ii) implies
(7.2) 07 acts fixed-point-freely upon K .
(7.3) Let p E ?T(  K) and let P be the cz-invariant  Sylow p-subgroupof K . Then P g K.
For suppose P < K.  Then we must have OP(  K) = 1. SO P = P,P,  by (7.2) and
I(2.10)  (iii). Since P = Pp  by (7.l)(iii)  and P E SyZ,G,  I(6.1) and I(6.4) combine to yield a
contradiction. Thus P < k,  as asserted.
We now come to the heart of the proof of the theorem, namely that of showing
(7 -4) K,,  K,  5 ii.
First we note some easy reductions. Since [K,,  L,,] = [K,, L,,]  = 1, if we have
Li, # 1# L,, , then (7.1)(i)  yields (7.4). SO, without loss of generality, we may assume Lrz =
l.IfL, = 1, then Zr = L,, and SO [si,  K,] = 1, which implies K,  = 1 by (7.1) (ii).
Then K is nilpotent by I(2.2) (i), whence, by I(2.9, G is soluble, a contradiction. Therefore,
in proving (7.4), we may suppose -%‘i  = L, L,, with L, # 1 .
Before proceeding further it is convenient  to rule out a particular  situation.
(7.5) LI. #  Llr
Suppose L,. = Llr were to hold. Then by I(6.4).
(7.6) Every proper C-X -invariant subgroup of G has a normal p-complement for each p E nIT1 .
Hence mi = (2) by Thompson’s normal p-complement theorem. From 1(2.1)(v) we see
that L, normalizes k. Hence
and hence Cii(L,,)  = 1 by (7.l)(ii). Now L,, # 1 would yield 1 # K,  5 Ck(L,,) and SO
we deduce that L,, = 1. Thus 9,  = L, and clearly, k = 1.
Foreach p E r(K) , by (7.3),  PL, # L, P where P is the a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup
of K. It then follows easily that if at least one of P, and PT  is non-trivial, then Li 5
NL, (P) . Hence Li 5 NL, (LL,  L3). Because LL, L,  # 1 and LL,  L,  0 K by I(2.8) and
(7.2),  (7.6) then yields that Li < NL, (K) . From (7.2) G,,  = L,m and thus we have verified
al1 the hypotheses of I(6.2) with 7 = or. As a consequence G has a normal2-complement,
which is impossible. Therefore L,. # LIT  holds.
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(7.7) If L # 1, then (7.4) holds.
We begin by establishing
(7.8) (i) L, does not permute with any (non-trivial) a-invariant Sylow p-subgroups
ofKoftypeh;and
(ii) L, Li#  L,L,  for i = 1,2 (provided L,  # 1).
If L,, = 1, then (7.8) follows immediately from (7.3). SO while proving  (7.8) we may
suppose L,, # 1. Let P be a (non-trivial) ru-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of K of type h .
Suppose PL,, = L,,P  weretohold. ByI(2.8)andI(6.1),  LI,  < G, andso OJPL,,)  # 1
by I(4.5). Consequently P 5 k by (7.1) (i), contmry  to (7.3). Hence PL,, #L,, P. From
Lemma3.2&(p,x1s)  = {L13NP(L13),  P} with C,,(L13)#  1. Clearly Np(Lli) 2 g <
Kp.  Thus P = Pp  by I(2.3) (v). Now, if it were the case that PL, = L, P, then 1(2.3)(ix)
would yield L,  0 L,P  whence P 5 ?, against (7.3). Hence PL, # L,  P holds and we
have proved (7.8) (i).
We now prove (ii). Since L,, # 1, (7.3) forces L, = 1. Thus we only need show
L, L, # L&, . Wvpose  L, L, = L2L,  were to hold. Then (7.3) implies O,,(L,  L,) = 1
and so L, = LIo  by 1(2.13)(i). Since Lf  1 by hypothesis we may choose P to bea (non-
trivial)  CZ  -invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of K of type h . By part (i), L,  P# PL, . Consulting
Lemma 3.3 and using I(2.3) (x) yields first C,(L,)  # 1, and then Z(P)  5  P,.  However
[Li,  , P,]  = 1 and consequently PL,, = L,, P. SO PS, = L?Yi P, contrary  to (7.3). From
this  contradiction we deduce that L,  L, # L, L,  . The proof of (7.8) is complete.
(7 3 Z(L,)  # Z(L,),,
Suppose Z( L,) = Z( LI),,  were to hold and let P be an o-invariant Sylow p-subgroup
of L,p E m(L).  By I(2.3) (xi) [Np(L1),Z(  L,)] = 1. From (7.8) (i) PL, # L,P  and
SO, by Lemma 3.3, either L; < NL,( P) or P,, PT  5 NP(  L,) . Consequently Z(L,)  2
NL, (P) ; this is clear in the first case and in the latter case follows from [ NP(  L,) , Z( L,)] =
1 # N,(L,).  Therefore Z(L,)  2 NG(L)  . A similar argument shows that Z(L,)  <
N,(  L, L3)  and SO
Z(L,) I &(LL,L,).
Recalling that 1 # LL, L,  0 K we see that (K, Z( L,)) is a proper cu-invariant  subgroup
ofG.Now
1 # W,lG = .WI>~ I (GW,)),
a contradiction. Thus we must have Z( L,) # Z( L,),,.
We are moving closer to verifying (7.7).
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(7.10) IA P E n(L)  and let P be the cu-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of L. Then  P,,,  P, 5
Np(LJ  I K.
WeonlyneedshowthatP,,P,IN,(L,),sinceN,(LI)I~.IfP,,P,gNp(~I),
tben by Lemma 3.4(i)  (c) and (d) either Z( L,) = Z( L,)c,  or LIo = LIT.  By (7.5) and (7.9)
neither of these possibilities can occur. Thus P,,,  P, < Np( L,) .
(7 .ll) L,, I K*
Suppose(7.11)isfalse.ThenL2#1  andsoL,LZ#LIL,.SinceNK(L,)<k,Lz~&
NL,(L1)  and SO Llr 2 NL,(  L2). Let P be some fixed cx-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of
L,p E 7r( L) . By (7.8)(i) and (7.10) PL, # L, P with P,,,  P, < Np( L,) . Hence
(7.12)
by Lemma 3:4(ii)(c)  and (f).
It is claimed that
(7.13) (i) C,,(L,)  = 1; and
(ii) L;=L, .0
Clearly (i) implies (ii) by I(2.1 l), SO we only need prove (i).
Suppose CL,  (L,) # 1 and argue for a contradiction. Hence Z( L,) 2 NL, (L,) and then
Z(L,) I L,/ Using I(2.3)(x)  we then obtain
By (7.9) only the latter can hold. Then P = Pp  by 1(2.3)(v), whence @jL, (P) = 1.
If0,(PLL)#l,thensinceNG(O~~(PL2)) 2 P,CL,(Lz),weobtain
l#cL,(L*) In& = 1.
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Hence 0, (PL,) = 1. Since P = Pp,  1(2.3)(ix)  forces L, = Lz,.  But then NL, ( L2)  0
LzNL,  (L,) and NL, ( L2)  # 1 imply  L,  L, = L, L, . This contradicts  (7.8)(ii)  and SO veri-
fies (7.13).
(7.14) 4 f LI.
Suppose L, = LIo  were to hold. Then P,, P,  5 NP(  L,) 2 Pp  yields, using 1(2.3)(x),
. .Z(P) < P,.  But [P,,  LI31  = 1 then imphes  that PL,, = L,, P. From P = Pp we see that
L,, 0 L,, P. Since P $ K by (7.3), we conclude that L,, = 1. Hence .!Zi = L,  2 G,.
Now I(2.3) (ix) gives [G, a] 5 Kf G. But G does not have any non-trivial proper  cy-
invariant norma1 subgroups and therefore L,  # L,-.
Since P, 5 Np(  L,) ,
Ll = L,~C,,(P,)
by (7.13) and 1(2.14)(ii).  Because ýz,(P)  < Llm  and L,  # L,S  by (7.14),  we see that
CL, CP,)  5! pL,  t PI . ConsequeW
(7.15) Z(P), = 1 and Z(P) 5 Np(L,)  <k.
Because K,,  = 1 and L$+ = L,,,[P,,L,l  = l,andso P, < C,(L,).  Hence,since
p, I Np(b) 9
[JQ(L,LP,l  I C,(L,)  nJ%  = C,,fL2).
Thus [ NL, (L,) , P,]  = 1 by (7.13)(i). If Z(P), # 1, then
However, we already  have P,,,  P, 2 NP(  L,) and SO L,, g gL,(  P) by Lemma 3.3(i).
Therefore Z(P), = 1 and hence, appealing to (7.15),  Z( P&  = 1. By I(2.8)  and 1(2.9),
since K,,  = 1, we see that
Z(P)  5 O,(K)  and  [Z(P),N,(P)I  = 1
Hence, since K has Fitting length at most two, Z(P) 2 Z(K) . Consequently, by (7.15),
we have
l#Z(P)‘= Z(P)91  < N,(Z,)f.G,
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which is not possible. With this contradiction we have established (7.11).
By a similar argument (and noting that L, # 1 implies Li,  = 1) to the one  used to prove
(7.11) we also obtain
(7.16) L,-  2 K
Combining (7.10),  (7.11) and (7.16) yields (7.7).
(7.17) If L= 1, then (7.4) holds.
By I(2.5) K is not nilpotent, and SO L, # 1 #  L, . Because Li,  # 1 implies L, = 1 by
(7.3),  we also have AF1 = L, . In order to show (7.4) holds, because of the symmetry of the
arguments, we must show that the two possibilities
cannot occur.
Case  1.  hl0 I NL,(L3),L1r  I NL,(L2).
By (7.5) L,.#  LI7  and SO we may assume that, say, LII & LIo. Then C,,(L,)  #  1
by I(2.13). Hence Z(L,)  2 NL,(L2)  and SO Z( L,) = Z(L,),.  But then Z(L,)  2
~,~~N,,(L,).ThereforeZ(L~)  IN~(L,L~).S~~~~~#L~L~~K,(Z(L,),K)#G,
and SO Z( L,)G  is a non-u-Mal  proper CY  Anvariant  norma1 subgroup of G . Consequently
LIo I N,$L,LL,,  I J$(L,) cannothold.
Suppose for the moment that LIo  < Llr . SO LT  = LI7  and by 1(2.3)(ix),  L, #  Llr.  By
I(2.14)  (ii)
J% = Ll,CL,  CL&).
Clf=lY CL,(LZ) & Llv * SO if CL, (L,,)  2 NL, (L,)  , I(5.6) forces the contradiction.
1 #L& 5 N&) = 1
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T~US CL,(L2,) $ NL,(L2) andconsequently  Z(L,), = 1 andZ(Lz)  I NL,(Lt).  Since
Km = 1 and ztL,).&  = z(L,)r = 1 , I(2.8) and I(2.9) yield Z( L2)  0 K. Hence
an untenable situation from which we conclude LIo -$ Llr .
From LIo  $ L,r,  we deduce C,,(L,)  # 1 whence Z(L,)  < NL,(L3)  with  Z(L,)  5
Llr.  We now aim to show that L,  = L,. . Suppose L, # L30.  Then 1 # [L,  , al 5  0, (L,  L3).
Because L,. < NL, ( L3)  , I(2.3) (viii) gives
Hence either Oc2  ( L2 L3)  < NL, ( LI>  or LIo  5 NL, ( L2)  . The former possibility implies,
using 1(2.13)(i), that
contradicting L,  L, # L, L, . Thus we have L,. < NL,(  L,) , and SO L,. 5 N,J  L,L,)  .
Because K, L, 5 NG( L,L,)  # G we conclude that Z( L,), = 1. But then o acts  fixed-
point-freelyup0nZ(L,)N,~(L,),whence[Z(L,),N,~(L,)]  = 1. BecauseNL,(L1)#l,
thisyields Z(L,)  5 N,1(L2).  Hence Z(L,)  < N,,(L,L,),andthen G containsanon-
trivial proper  a!-invariant  normal subgroup. Therefore we must have L,  = L,. . Recalling
that Z( L,) = Z( L,), < NL, ( L3)  , this gives Z( L,) = Z( L,&,  which is not possible by
(7.9).
This completes  the analysis of Case 2 and the proof of (7.17).
Combining (7.7) and (7.17) establishes (7.4).
Using (7.4) we readily complete the proof of Theorem 7.2. Let P be an arbitraty  CV-
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of K . Since K has Fitting length at most two, K = NK( P) 0,
(K) by a Fratturi  argument. Set M = Or,(K)  . From I(2.14) (ii),  I(3.8) and (7.4)
Now [P, M]  0 K and thus, as G contains no non-trivial proper cu-invariant normal sub-
groups,  [P, MI = 1. Hence P 0 K and SO we deduce that K is nilpotent. By I(2.5) this  is
not possible and Theorem 7.2 is established.
We now investigate another kind of factorization.
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Hypothesis 7.3. G = (LL, ) (L, L, Lu)  with LL, and L,  L, L,, soluble  Hall subgroups
ofG.
Let L+ (respectively L-)  be the subgroup of L generated by the cu-invariant Sylow
subgroups of L which permute with both L,  and L, (rcspectivcly do not permute with both
L,  and L, ).  Clearly L = L+L-  and L+ n L-  = 1. Before considering  Theorem 7.6, the
last major result  of this paper, we prove two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 7.4. Assume Hypothesis 7.3 holds,  and let  P be a (non-trivial) cu-invariant Sylow
p-subgroup of L-  . Then P permutes with one  of L,  and L, .
proof:  Suppose PL, # L,  P and PL, # L, P, and arguc  for a contradiction. SO, by Lemma
4.6, Pp,  P, 5 NP(  L2) and Pp,  P,  5 Np(L3)  , and, appcaling  to 1(4.5),
I#R=  O,(LLl)  nz(P)  < Np(LzL3).
If Na(Z(P)))  = PC,(Z(J(P)))  ,then,as  Z(P) 5  Z(J(P)),  R<  Z(LL,).  Now
L,  L, # 1 by Theorcm 7.2 and SO (R, L,  L, L,,) 5  N,(  L,  L,) # G. Then RG  is a non-
trivial proper  a-invariant norma1 subgroup of G. Consqucntly,  from Lemma 4.6(iv),  we
have J(P) contained  in at least one  of NP(  L,) and NP(  L,) .
Set S = RLLl. Using I(2.6) we see that S 5 Z(J(P)))  . If J(P) 5  Np(  L2) n
NP(  L3) , then clearly S 2 NG( L,  L3)  # G. SO we have G = NG( S) NG( L,  L3) which
implies that SG is a non-trivial proper <y -invariant  norma1 subgroup of G . SO to complete
the proof of the lemma we have, without loss of gcnerality, to dispose of the case when
(7.18) J ( P )  2 Np(L2) and  J(P) SC  Np(L3).
Suppose (7.18) holds. If L, # 1, then it is straightforward to show that PL, # L,P
and (hence) NP(  L2) = NP(  L,,) = NP(  L3),  which contradicts (7.18). Therefore L, = 1.
Since J(P) 2  Np(  Lz)  ,
J(P) = cJ(p)wMP)o
by (1.(2.13) (i). Because P,,  2 NP(  L3)  and J(P) $ NP(  L3),  CP(  L,) $ NP(  L3).  Thus
O,(  L,  L3)  = 1 . Then I(2.13) gives
(7.19) L,  = L, andr L, 0  L,  L, .
Since CP< J( P)) 2 J(P) 2 NP(  L,) and P is not star-covred by Lemma 4.6(iii),  1(2.3)(v)
implies [ NP( L2),  r] # 1. SO, using (7.19),  we have
(7.20) lf EN,(Lz),A  I Cp(&).
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Clearly, from (7.19),  Np( Ls) 5 Np( L,) . Hence, by 1(2.11),  and (7.20),
Because G = (LL r ) (L, L, ) and G contains no non-trivial proper  QI -invariant  normal sub-
groups, we deduce that [ Np( L3), r] = 1. Consequently
(7.21) p* = Pr I Np(J%) *
From Lemma 4.6 Z(P) 5 Z( PL,) n NG( L,L,) and SO we observe that L# P. Let
Q be an a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of L where q E n(L) \{p)  ; the existence of Q
provides some useful leverage. First we prove
(7.22) 0) QL2  # L2Q  with  Q,, Q,  I NQ(L2)  ;
(ii) Q = Q,; and
(iii) QL3 = L3Q.
Suppose Q L, = L2Q. Then applying I(5.8) (f)  with L = Q, M = P and N = L,
yields, since P* 2 Ar,(&),  that O,(QL,)  = 1. However L,  = Lzr and L, = 1, thenc
force Q = Qcrr, which is not possible. Therefore QL2 # L,  Q , and because L,  = L, weT
must have Q,, Q, 2 NQ( L2)  . This proves (i).
From (7.21) and 1(4.5),  [P, 71.1  Op( LL,) . Hence, (7.20) forces Or,(  LL,) 5 NQ(  L,) .
Consequently Q = Q, by I(4.6) and Lemma 3.4(ii)(d),  and we have (ii). Part (iii) follows
from (ii), using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4(i)(f).
From Q = Q, , we have Q,, < [Q,  r] . Hence L,  = Lzr and (7.22) (i) imply that
Q,< CQ(L,).  Since [Q,T]  5 O,(QL,),wehave
Qp I O&QL3) ” cQ(L2)’
Hence
WQ,) 2 O$QL3), L,.
Note that NL,(  Q,) = L,  would imply that QF was a non-trivial proper cu-invariant  norma1
subgroup of G .So
(7 23) q,(Q,)  fL3.
By (7.22)(ii)  Q = Q, and SO
[L3,  ~1  I G,(QL3)  I N,3(Q,)..
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Hence L, = %,(Q&, - Now L, normalizes L, by (7.19) and clearly normalizes
NL, (Q,) and since L2. = 1 using I(2.3) (x) we deduce that
L, = N,$Q&,(L2)-
In particular,  CL,< L,) # 1 by (7.23).
NOW NG(L2) 2 C,,(L2),N,(L2)  andso,becauseof(7.18) NP(L2) $ NP(Ls)  ,we
have
with CL,< L2) normalizing NP(  L,) . Since P* 2 NP( L2) by (7.21),  1(2.14)(ii)  gives
P = Npu2)cp(cL3(L2)).
But CL,(L2)#  1 impliesthat C,(C,$L,))  5 N,(L,) ,contradicting  PL,# L,P.  Thus
we have shown that (7.18) is untenable and SO the proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 7.5. Assume Hypothesis 7.3 holds. Then one of L-L, and L-L, is a soluble Hall
subgroup of G .
Pro& If the lemma were false, then there  would exist cy  -invariant  Sylow p - and q -subgroups
PandQofL-(withp#q)suchthat
Then, by Lemma 7.4, PL, = L,P and QL, = L,Q. Such aconfiguration, since PQ = QP
by Hypothesis 7.3, is not possible by Theorem 4.4. This proves the lemma.
Theorem 7.6. Hypothesis 7.3 does not hold.
Pro& We suppose Hypothesis 7.3 pertains and seek a contradiction. For Theorem 7.2 we
deduce
(7.24) L,#l#L, a n d  Lfl.
Lemma 7.5 yields, without loss of generality, that L-L, is a soluble Hall subgroup of G and
therefore LL,  is a soluble Hall subgroup of G. Consequently, appealing to Theorem 7.2
again,  we have
(7.25) J5lL2  # J52Ll.
From the definition of L-  we also note that
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(7.26) PL,  # L, P for al1 (non-trivial) cu-invariant Sylow p-subgroups of L- .
(7.27) If P is an cr-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of L , then P is star-covered.
Suppose P is not star-covered. Then O,(LL,)  # 1 and, of course, D = Z(P)n
OJ  LL,) # 1, with, by 1(2.6), DLL1 5 Z( J( P)) . First we consider the case when P < L+  .
If P permutes with L,  , men Op( LL,)G  would be a non-trivial proper  cu-invariant nor-
mal subgroup of G. SO Pi,  # L,P  and, by Lemma 3.2, pp( Lz)  = Np(  L,) with
[L,,  PJ  = 1. If Z(J(P)),#  1, then DLL1 2 Z(J(P))  2 NG(Lu).  Since G =
(LL,)(L,L,L,) = NG(  DLL1)NG(  L,,) , this  is not possible. Whereas Z( J(P)), = 1
yields, using 1(2.6),  LL, = CLL,  (D) L,. Then, since Z(P) ,Gp 5 NG(  L,) , we ob-
tain G = NG( Lz3)CG(  D) with D < NG( L,) , again an impossible situation. Thus we
conclude that P 2 L-.  Since P permutes with L,  and L, but not L,  and, by (7.25),
L, L, # L, L, , Lemma 4.7 implies that Np( L3)  # 1. Hence Pp,  P, 5 Np( L3)  by Lemma
3.4 (i)(a) and then 0, (L, L,) = 1 by 1(5.8)(f). SO L,  0 L, L, L,  . Then, because G =
( LL,)NG(  L3),  Z( J( P)) $. N,(  L3)  . Therefore P,,#  1 by Lemma 4.7. Recalling that
[P,,,  L, L,] = 1, OX2 (L, L3)  = 1 implies that NG( L3)  contains a non-trivial cr-invariant
norma1 rr(  L, L,  L,)’ -subgroup. Such a configuration cannot occur and SO we have shown
that P must be star-covered.
(7.28) (i) If L,, # 1 , then PL,,  # L,  P for each non-trivial  cy -invariant  Sylow sub-
groupPofL-.
(ii) For each <Y-invariant Sylow subgroup P-of L+,  PL,  = L,,P.
(i) Let P be as in (i), and suppose PL, = L,  P . By I(2.8) and I(6.1) L&  # L,  and
hence OJPLu)  # 1 by I(4.5). But then PL, = L,  P , contradicting (7.26). Therefore
pL, # L,3  p*
(ii) Suppose PL, # L,  P. By (7.27)P  is star-covered, and SO Np( Lz)  5 P, or PT
by Lemma 3.2 and 1(2.3)(viii).  Hence P = P, or P, by I(2.3) (v). But then one of L, 0  PL,
and L, CJ PL,  must hold,  which forces PL, = L,, P , a contradiction. This proves (ii).
(7.29) L-f1
For L- = 1 implies that L = L+  whence, using (728)(ii),  LL, L, L,  is a soluble Hall
subgroup and G = LI (LL,  L,  L,) . Theorem 7.2 rules out this situation, and SO L-f  1.
We now explore the consequences of (7.26).
(7.30) Let P be a (non-trivial) cu-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of L-. Then Po,  P, <
Np(L3)  *
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Suppose (7.30) were false and argue for a contradiction. Then L; 2 NL,(  P) by (7.26)
and Lemma 3.3. If Z(P) 5 P,,, were to  hold, tben I(2.3) (xi) yields Z(P) 5 PP( L3) = 1.
SO Z(P) $ P,,  and hence Lemma 3.2 implies PL,, = L,, P. Therefore L,, = 1 by
(7.28)(i).
Now le1 Q be an arbitrary non-trivial cY-invariant Sylow subgroup of L-  (SO Q L, # L, Q)
and suppose Q,, Q, 5 N,-J L3).  Since Q is star-covered by (7.27),  Lemma 3.4 (ii)
implies Q = Q,. Thus A%  (g, 7~~)  = {Q, N,-J L3) L3}.  From Lemma 3.4(i)(c) and (d) either
-KW = i,, or L3, = J$ Then [ Z( L3),  No( L3)] = 1 by I(6.4) which contradicts
theshapeof&%(g,~s)).Thu~Q,,Q,<N~(L,)  cannotholdandsoL;<N,l(Q).
Because L3  5 NL, (P) , PN  = 1 by Lemma 3.4(i)(b) and SO [ Pp, L, J = 1 by 1(3.6)(ii).
The shape of A%  (p, ng) then dictates that 0,,2  ( L, Lt,) = 1. Hence
(7.31) L, = L, .r
Since 0, (L, L3) = 1 , clearly L3, # Lso  by I(6.4)  and therefore, using Lemma 3.4(i)(c) and
(d) we obtain Z( L3) = Z( L3)w  < NL,(  Q) for each cu-invariant Sylow subgroup Q of
L-  . Hence
(7.32) Z(L,) = ‘w3)po  5 &,W).
We now demonstrate that L, 0 L, L, L+  . By I(2.13) this  will follows if we could  show that
J  =  Ow;(L,L,Lf) = 1. Because 0,,(L2L3) = 1 we have J < L+, and hence JG =
J(LIL-)  < L; L. Thus J = 1.
If Z(&) 2 NL, (L,) , then, together with (7.32),  we would have Z( L,) 5 N,( L, L) .
Since
G= tL1L)(L2L3)  = tL,L-)tL,L,L+) = (L,L-)NGtz(L3))
this-yields that Z( L, ) G is a non-trivial proper cu-invariant  norma1 subgroup of G. Therefore
Z(L,) g QG) -
Now we show that Z( L3) $ NL, (L,) leads to a contradiction. Suppose L, L, # L, L, .
BY (7.32)  L,. ji QtL,)mdso  L,# I NL1(L,).  But  z(L,) = W,J,,,,~,,(L,)#l
and I(2.3) (xi) force Z( L3) 2 N,$ L,) . Consequently L, L, = L, L, . Since [Po,  LII = 1
(because Pp = 1)and A(p,n3) = {L,,N,3(P)P),  O,,(L,L,)  = 1 whence L, = LII.
However L, = LG by (7.31) and SO L, L, = L,L, , against (7.25). This is the desired
contradiction that establishes (7.30).
Combining (7.27),  (7.30) and Lemma 3.4(ii)(e)  gives
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(7.33) (i) L--<Gr.
(ii) J%(P,‘IT~) = (P, NL,(P)  L3}  for each cr-invariant Sylow p-subgroup P
of L-.
In deducing the fina1 contradiction we shall need the following observation
(7.34) L3,  f  L3 #  L3..
Let P be a non-trivial cu-invariant  Sylow p-subgroup of L-.  From (7.30) and (7.33)
P = Pr, Pp,  P,  2 NP(  L3)  and Pp  = 1. SO ( PL,)p  = 1 = (PL,), and therefore
[P,,L,l  = 1=  [P,,L,l-
Suppose L, = L,. holds. Then [ Pp,  Li]  = 1 by 1(2.3)(x). Recalling that [P,,  L,] = 1
by Lemma 3.2, we then have that PP centralizes L, L, L,  , which is not possible. Now
we consider  the possibility L, = L, . Then [P,,  L3]  = 1. This implies PL, = L,  P.
For PL, # L,  P implies Z(P) < ioT,  which contradicts  PL,  #  L, P. Hence L,  = 1 by
(7.28) (i) and SO P,  centralizes L, L, L, = L, L, , which is not possible. This proves (7.34).
(7.35) A contradiction.
Let P be a fixed (non-trivial) &nvariant  Sylow p-subgroup of L-  . Since P = P,  by
(7.33)(i), I(2.3)  (ix) and I(2.13) imply
If [L,  , r] # 1, then (7.33)(ii)  forces 0, (L,  L,)  = 1. But then L, = L,=,  against (7.34).
Therefore
(7.36) J52 = L2/
Cle=lY (PL& = 1 and SO, since Pp,  P,  < Np( L3),  1(58)(f)  (with  L = L,,  M =
P,N = L,)  gives O,(L,L3) = 1. We may now argue as earlier to obtain L, L,  0
0 L2  L3  L23  L+  . Hence
(7.37) L3  gL,L3L23L+.
If L3  L, = L, L3  , then, as L, #  L3,  by (7.34). O%,(  L, L,) #  1 whence L, L,  = L,  L, .
Therefore using (7.33) (i) and (7.36)
G= (L,L,L,,L+)(L-L,)  = (L,L,L,L+)G,.
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This cannot happen since L, L, L,L+  is a soluble subgroup, and SO we infer that
L, L, # L, L, . Hence either L,. < NL, ( L3)  or L,. < NL, (L,) .
Suppose LIo < NL,  ( L3) holds. Then, by (7.30),
WLJpWL,), I N,(L,).
Now L-L, admits prr fixed-point-freely and SO, since
G= (L,L,L,,L+)(L-L,) = NG(L3)(L-L2)
by (7.37),  the argument used at the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 7.2 will prove that
L;L,  is nilpotent. Since [P,, L2] = 1 because (PL,),, = l), we obtain L,, L,  5
CG( P,,)  , which contradicts  (7.25). SO L,- g NL, ( L3) .
It only remains to consider  the case L3, 5 NL,(L1).  If CJL,)#  1, then (7.33) (ii)
forces 0,1  (PL,) = 1. Therefore, as (PL,),  = 1, L, = L;@,)  = L,*. Hence Z( L3)  2
L3,  by 1(2.3)(x) and 1(5.1)(b). But then [Z( L3), NP(  L3)]  = 1 by 1(2.3)(xi)  which is
contrary  to the form of A(p,~s).  Thus &(L,) = 1, and SO NL,(L1) < L,  .  SO,
by (7.34),  L; = L3, # L,  . Since Pp < NP(L3),  L, = L, CL,(P,,)  by 1(2.14)(ii).  Since,P
CL,(PP)  # 1, using (7.33)(ii)  we deduce that Z(P) 2 NP(  L3)  and Z(P), = 1. Because
(PL,),,= l,wehave L, = N,,(Z(P))O,,(PL,) andso,as  Z(P),= 1, [Z(P),L,l =
1. Therefore Z(P) 5 Np(L,)  n Np(L3)  and SO Z(P) normalizes NL,(L1)(>  L3,).
Since L, $ NL,(LI),  T(2.14) (i) and A(p,n3) give Z(P) 2 P,.
Now K = L-L, admits pa fixed-point-freely and SO K = NK( P) Op’(  K) . Combining
Z(P) < P, and I(2.3) (xi) gives [Z(P), NK( P)]  = 1. By (7.30) P@o>  < Np( L3)  # P,
thence O& K) # 1 . Therefore
l#D= Z(P)flO,(K) 2 N&3b-vW)
Consequently, using (7.37),
G= (LL,)(L,L,L,,) = KN&L,) = c,(D)N,(L,),
which is not possible.
This verifies (7.35) and completes  the proof of Theorem 7.6.
Taken together Theorem 6.3,7.2 and 7.6 show that G cannot exist, SO proving the main
theorem of this paper.
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